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ABSTRACT
This report describes a two-part research project on Seaside Sparrows
(Ammodramus maritimus) conducted for the Jacksonville Endangered Species
Office of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 1987-1988. The overall
objectives were to determine the current population status of two Florida
Seaside Sparrow subspecies, and to assess the validity of their being
designated subspecies in the context of a taxonomic review of the entire
Seaside Sparrow assemblage. The two subspecies of concern, the Smyrna Seaside
Sparrow (A. ~. pelonota) of northeast Florida and the Wakulla Seaside Sparrow
(!. ~. juncicola) of the gulf coast, were censused in 1987 and 1988. The
Wakulla was found to be evenly and abundantly distributed throughout its
designated range, and there seemed to be no population change since a previous
census in 1979-1980. Reports of Smyrna population extirpation in the southern
parts of its former range was supported in the 1987 search. The population
north of Jacksonville was estimated to be 750 birds, and appeared stable when
compared to a 1975 census. The literature review of the Seaside Sparrow
assemblage revealed an historically complicated and piecemeal approach to its
taxonomy which has culminated in the assignment of Ammodramus maritimus into
nine subspecies based primarily on subtle plumage differences. To complete
the taxonomic review portion of this project a large collection of borrowed
specimens was assembled. Morphological size variation, plumage, and other
characters were studied. Several currently recognized subspecies do not vary
significantly from neighboring subspecies. It is recommended that the east
coast !. m. maritimus, !. m. macgillivraii, and!. m. pelonota be combined;
and that the gulf coast A. ~. peninsulae and !. ~. juncicola be combined.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH WORK ORDER 43 FINAL REPORT
Research Work Order 43, Status Survey of Two Florida Seaside Sparrows,
was conceived early in 1986 by the Jacksonville Endangered Species Office of
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The original primary intent of this
project was to determine the population status of two relatively obscure
subspecies of Seaside Sparrows in Florida, the Smyrna Seaside Sparrow
CAmmodramus maritimus Eelonota) and the Wakulla Seaside Sparrow CA. m.
,iuncicola). A second objective was to determine the subspecific
distinctiveness of these little known birds. As explained in the following
section, a third and major objective appended to the project was to perform a
taxonomic review of the entire Seaside Sparrow complex of nine subspecies.
Following this introductory section, the body of the report is divided
into two parts. The first part is the taxonomic review of the Ammodramus
maritimus complex, which concludes with recommended taxonomic changes. The
second part describes the census conducted on the Smyrna and Wakulla Seaside
Sparrows in the summer of 1987 and compares these census results with
historical reports on the numbers of these birds. Three appendices and a
bibliography are at the end of the report. The bibliography includes all of
the literature cited as well as all other papers relevant to Seaside Sparrows
which are not explicitly mentioned in this report.
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HISTORY OF THE PROJECT
I was approached in March 1986 and asked to write a formal proposal and
perform the suggested work, intended to be a joint project between the
University of Florida Department of Zoology and the Florida Cooperative Fish
and Wildlife Research Unit. At the time I was a graduate student finishing my
degree in the Department of Zoology. My dissertation was on the ecology and
vocalizations of Scott's Seaside Sparrows (A. m. pen insulae) , another
Floridian subspecies which I studied for seven years at a site near Cedar Key.
I agreed to do the work after receiving my degree in December 1986, thus
beginning the taxonomic review portion in early 1987 and the field work in the
SUDDDer of 1987.
Initially the named Principal Investigator was Brian C. McNab, a
professor in the Department of Zoology at the University of Florida. After I
received my degree and was appointed Adjunct Assistant Professor in the
Zoology Department, the Principal Investigator title was transferred from
McNab to me through the joint efforts of McNab, the Department of Zoology, the
Coop Unit, and the University of Florida Division of Sponsored Research. H.
Franklin Percival of the Florida Coop Unit and of the Department of Wildlife
and Range Sciences, has remained Co-Principal Investigator for the duration of
the project.
After completing the initial taxonomic literature review in early 1987,
which was intended to be mostly concerned with the two subspecies A. m.
pelonota and A. m. juncicola, it was obvious that the whole Seaside Sparrow
complex needed a taxonomic revision. Indeed, it appeared that both of these
subspecies in particular were not morphologically distinct from other
subspecies; and furthermore, that these subspecies, though recognized by the
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A.O.U. Check-list, seemed to be the result of piecemeal revisions and re-
revisions of the Ammodramus maritimus complex rather than a holistic
consideration of systematic variation in the species.
Thus I suggested that the objectives of this project be amended to
include a taxonomic review of the entire Seaside Sparrow assemblage, currently
consisting of nine recognized subspecies. My rationale was that in order for
the Fish and Wildlife Service to make reasonable decisions regarding the
protection of named forms, e.g., a subspecies of Seaside Sparrows, the
decision makers should have available reliable information about to what
extent that named form is distinctive or unique. Subspecies described in the
literature and subsequently included in the A.O.U. Check-list are not, from a
modern perspective, necessarily biologically valid. My suggested amendment,
which included a small budget increase, was changed concurrently with the
aforementioned principle investigator transfer as Modification Number 1,
approved by the Contracting Officer 21 Sept 1987.
After completing the census portion of the project in the summer of 1987,
I was unexpectedly offered a position in the Department of Biology at the
Universi ty of Redlands in California, which I accepted. Thus, the taxonomic
review phase and final completion of this project was postponed until the
summer of 1988, a change effected through the no-cost extension granted by the
Service in Modification Number 2, dated 12 April 1988. Beginning in early
1988, I arranged for museums throughout the country to send Seaside Sparrow
specimens to a central location (the Ornithology Range of the Florida Museum
of Natural History) for study this summer relevant to the proposed taxonomic
review.
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My job at the University of Redlands ended in May 1988, and I immediately
began my present position, which is a Postdoctoral Fellow of the Smithsonian
Institution. My current work under the Department of Zoological Research has
nothing directly to do with Seaside Sparrows. Thus, I took my allotted
vacation time in the summer of 1988 to return to Florida to complete work
there on museum specimens. This final report was written in the late summer
of 1988 after returning from my study of the specimens at the Florida Museum
of Natural History.
In the planning phases of this project I was fortunate to recruit the
help of two valuable co-workers, whose roles are detailed throughout this
report. Laurence L. Alexander, a fellow graduate student in ornithology and a
Florida native quite familiar with the gulf coast, censused the Wakulla
Seaside Sparrows in the spring and summer of 1987. Dr. Alexander also helped
with the museum specimen work as a part of the taxonomic review.
Dr. Herbert W. Kale II, an ornithologist who has worked extensively in
salt marshes and who is currently Vice-President for Ornithology of Florida
Audubon, was my second co-worker. This project could not have been completed
without Dr. Kale's ideas and advice, his prior census work on Florida Seaside
Sparrows, his help in measuring museum specimens, and his generously allowing
his large set of unpublished data to be incorporated into this report. The
frequent use of the pronoun "we" throughout this report refers to Kale and me,
unless otherwise noted.
NATURAL HISTORY OF THE SEASIDE SPARROWS--AN OVERVIEW
Seaside Sparrows are members of the Emberizinae grassland sparrow group.
They live exclusively in the salt marshes along the eastern and Gulf of Mexico
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coasts of the United States. Their breeding range extends from approximately
New England to southern Texas. Populations breeding north of Virginia are
mostly migratory in winter, and some gulf coast populations may shift
longitudinally in the winter (Robbins 1983).
Twelve subspecies have been described, based primarily on plumage
characteristics. Nine are currently recognized, and their ranges are depicted
in Figure 1. With the demise of the last captive male in 1987, the Dusky
Seaside Sparrow (~. m. nigrescens), formerly of eastern Florida, is now
extinct. Another Floridian subspecies, the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow (~. m.
mirabilis), is considered endangered.
The sexes appear similar in these medium-sized, brownish, nondescript
birds. They are monogamous, and males exhibit the typical breeding behavior
of defending with song a single territory in the spring and summer. Females
alone incubate a clutch of three or four eggs, laid in a nest built relatively
low in salt marsh grasses and rushes. Usually only one brood per season is
fledged, and often, due to predation or flooding, not even one brood is
successfully raised despite repeated nesting efforts. The birds are mostly
insectivorous, and are opportunistic feeders. Their varied diet changes
slightly according to food availability, which is usually plentiful in their
marsh habitat.
More details on the life history of the Seaside Sparrows can be found in
the series Life Histories of North American Birds (Bulletin 237, Part 2).
Because Oliver A. Austin edited this last volume of the series, the correct
citation in the text refers either to "Austin 1968" or to one of his six
collaborators in the Seaside Sparrow articles. Often, however, references to
this series of articles is shortened to merely "Bent."
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A relatively recent publication dealing with Seaside Sparrows is The
Seaside Sparrow. Its Biology and ManageJBent (Quay et a1. eds , , 1983). This
book consists of the published proceedings of a symposium on the Seaside
Sparrow held in October 1981. I attended the symposium and contributed two
papers. Additional articles covering research conducted subsequent to the
publication of the Bent volume appear in these proceedings. Although these
papers were carefully edited prior to publication, readers are advised that
the papers were not strictly refereed, i.e. they were not reviewed by peers as
is customary for most journal publications. A most relevant paper given at
that meeting and published in the proceedings is by Kale and is entitled
"Distribution, Habitat, and Status of Breeding Seaside Sparrows in Florida."
This paper, and Kale's census work upon which it was based, is referred to
throughout my report.
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PART ONE: TAXONOMIC REPORT ON LITERATURE. MORPHOLOGY. AND OTHER CHARACTERS
INTRODUCTION TO TAXONOMIC REPORT
The purpose of this portion of the project was to reassess the current
taxonomic condition of there being nine recognized subspecies of Seaside
Sparrows. This was accomplished in three undertakings. First, a complete
review of the literature unraveled the complex taxonomic history of this
group. Second, an assessment of morphological characteristics of museum
specimens revealed the nature and extent of mensurable characters. Third,
other characters that may have a bearing on avian taxonomic decisions were
considered.
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TAXONOMIC LITERATURE REVIEW
PROCEDURES
I compiled an extensive annotated bibliography of the Seaside Sparrow for
a symposium on this species held in 1981 (McDonald 1983). For the taxonomic
review portion of this project, I drew from my collection of literature made
in 1981 and articles accumulated since 1983, and then I searched further using
standard bibliographic search techniques. I am certain that the Literature
Cited section in this report contains all material published relevant to
Seaside Sparrows.
In the following Results of Taxonomic Review section, I summarize the
history of this group, with special emphasis on the two subspecies of major
concern in this report, the Smyrna and Wakulla Seaside Sparrows. Appendix A
is a compilation of major papers dealing with the taxonomy of this species.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF TAXONOMIC LITERATURE REVIEW
Introductory Remarks
The early Seaside Sparrow literature is replete with confusion,
especially when one attempts to study the original descriptions of Seaside
Sparrows. Twelve subspecies have been described, although three of these were
relegated to synonymy with other subspecies (Table 1).
Part of this confusion and duplicate descriptions was because of poor
communication among the early ornithologists. In essence what are actually
the same subspecies were "orIgdnaf.Iy" described several times. It also seems
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that at least one of the original describers simply wanted the notoriety of
having published a new description, as I mention below.
This overabundance of descriptions of Seaside Sparrow subspecies can be
put into perspective by studying the literature in a chronological sequence.
There was something of a furor of attempts to revise and re-revise the
taxonomy of Seaside Sparrows in the first third of this century. After the
last of these papers (Griscom 1944), and subsequently the official 1973 A. o.
U. Checklist revision which mostly followed his suggestions, the taxonomy
problem seemed no longer to be an issue. Robbins (1983) and Austin (1983)
provide summaries of the A.O.U. Check-list Committee's decisions. I present a
summary of the subspecies chronological history in Figure 1 and in the
following section.
An important note must be inserted here, though. Most of the original
descriptions of the subspecies were made using tyPe specimens collected on
their breeding grounds in the late spring. This is unfortunate because
Seaside Sparrows molt only once a year, in the early fall. Thus they are in
their fresh and most distinct plumage in fall and early winter. By the middle
and end of the breeding season their feathers are quite worn, and some alleged
subspecific differences in plumage are hard to detect. This seasonal change
in plumage characteristics (and the lack of control for it) is yet another
reason for the confusion in the original descriptions and subsequent taxonomic
shifts in the subspecies of Seaside Sparrows.
Chronological History of Seaside Sparrow Taxonomy
The nominate form of the Seaside Sparrow was discovered and first
described by Alexander Wilson in his 1811 edition of American Ornithology.
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The type specimen of what were later to be known as the Northern Seaside
Sparrows was collected by Wilson in the spring of 1810 from the coastal salt
marshes of southern New Jersey. This specimen was originally described as
Fringilla maritima.
Audubon collected many Seaside Sparrows from the marshes around
Charleston, South Carolina. MacGillivray's Seaside Sparrow, named for the
English ornithologist William MacGillivray was first described by Audubon in
1834 as a full species (Fringilla macgillivraii). He presumably wrote his
description on the basis of the many specimens he collected and painted. I
say "presumably" because the type of this specimen (in the u.S. National
Museum of Natural History) is clearly a juvenile!
The Dusky Seaside Sparrow was the next subspecies to be described, nearly
forty years later. Charles Maynard collected the first Dusky northwest of
Titusville in 1872, named it Fringilla melanoleucus, and published an article
which included the Dusky's description in "The American Sportsman" several
years later, in 1875. But the original description of the Dusky is attributed
to Robert Ridgway, who described and named it Fringilla nigrescens in 1873
(Baird and Ridgway 1873). (An appropriate comment here is that some recent
papers on the Dusky Seaside Sparrow erroneously cite this first description as
"Ridgway 1873" rather that "Baird and Ridgway 1873.")
Scott's Seaside Sparrow (A. ~. peninsu1ae) was discovered near Tarpon
Springs, Florida and named in honor of W. E. D. Scott. The Texas Seaside
Sparrow (A. ~. sennetti) was described on the basis of specimens collected
from Corpus Christi, Texas. J. A. Allen of the American Museum of Natural
History in New York published the description of these gulf coast races in
1888. Nine years later, Frank M. Chapman (1899), also of the American Museum,
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reviewed several subspecies and proposed and described the Louisiana Seaside
Sparrow (!. m. fisheri) based on specimens collected from Grand Isle,
Louisiana.
In 1919 A. H. Howell found and described what was considered at the time
the last "full species" of birds to be discovered in North America, the Cape
Sable Seaside Sparrow (A. mirabilis). One year later Ludlow Griscom and J. T.
Nichols described two more Gulf Coast subspecies, the Wakulla (!. m.
juncicola) from the Florida panhandle, and Howell's (A. m. howelli) from the
gulf coast of Alabama.
The last subspecies to be both described and recognized by the A. O. u.
Checklist was the smyrna Seaside Sparrow (!. m. pelonota) collected from New
Smyrna Beach. Harry C. Oberholser described this race in 1931 based on
specimens collected there. Two more subspecies were also described in 1931,
although both were relegated to synonymy, as mentioned below. Oberholser
proposed Wayne's Seaside Sparrow (!. m. waynei) based on birds collected from
Chatham County (near Savannah), Georgia. Harold H. Bailey described Shannon's
Seaside Sparrow (!. m. shannoni) from specimens collected in Duval County
(near Jacksonville), Florida. In this description Bailey attempted to be
recognized as the original author of !. m. pelonota by describing the race as
his !. m. shannoni. He printed the description on his private press,
fraudulently dated several months prior to Oberholser's valid description of
the same race as !. m. pelonota. Several ornithologists recognized his
dishonesty, and shannoni was never recognized as a valid subspecies (Hubbard
and Banks 1970).
The most recent major attempt to sort out and re-classify the Seaside
Sparrow assemblage was Griscom's 1944 "A Second Revision of the Seaside
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Sparrows." (The "first revision" was Griscom and Nichol's 1920 paper).
Griscom brought together about 200 skins, including type and topotype
specimens, from four major collections of Seaside Sparrows: the American
Museum of Natural History collection, the U. S. National Museum of Natural
History and the Fish and Wildlife Service collection, the Louisiana State
University collection, and the Museum of Comparative Zoology (Harvard)
collection.
Based on his study, Griscom proposed the following. First, he suggested
that there existed within-population variation and postulated the probable
existence of "light" and "dark" forms in most of the races. (This theory is
now supported by a few Seaside Sparrow biologists and rejected by others,
including Kale and me.) Griscom condemned the "biologically unsound" practice
of undue emphasis on the description of atypical birds within a population,
and the suggestion that these were vagrant migrants from other subspecies they
may have resembled. Griscom's paper relegated two subspecies, howelli and
waynei to synonymy with fisheri and macgillivraii, respectively. He also
recommended that A. mirabilis be reduced to subspecific rank, but that A.
nigrescens remain a separate species.
In its 1957 revision, the A.O.U. Checklist followed nearly all of
Griscom's 1944 suggestions. The committee also accepted Oberholser's A. ~.
pelonota, but not his A. ~. waynei because of Griscom's recommendation to
synonymize that form. The committee decided to leave A. mirabilis and A.
nigrescens as separate species. Thus, until 1973, the A.O.U. considered there
to be three species of Seaside Sparrows: the two mentioned above, and of
course the nominate A. maritimus with its seven valid subspecies. In 1973 the
A.O.U.'s Thirty-second supplement to the 1957 Checklist relegated nigrescens
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and mirabilis to subspecific rank. Thus all forms of Seaside Sparrows were
considered subspecies of Ammospiza maritima.
And finally, in the A.O.U.'s Thirty-fourth Supplement (1982) and the
latest Sixth Edition of the Checklist (1983), the species name Ammospiza
maritima was changed to Ammodramus maritimus. The Sixth Edition of the Check-
list does not describe subspecies for any birds, although the next edition
shall.
Summary of Literature on the Wakulla and Smyrna Seaside Sparrows
Few papers deal directly with the Wakulla and Smyrna Seaside Sparrows.
Those papers which do discuss these subspecies are mostly concerned with the
distribution and the natural history of these birds. The best consolidated
reports to be found are the sections in A. C. Bent's life history series in
which Austin (1968b) summarized a collection of reports on the Smyrna Seaside
Sparrow. Likewise, Austin (1968a) summarized the Wakulla (as well as the
Scott's Seaside Sparrow) literature.
The following papers or sections in books specifically mention the range
and/or natural history of the Smyrna Seaside Sparrow: A.O.U. Checklist (1957,
and 1973 Supplement); Austin 1968b; Bailey 1931 and 1936 (as shannoni);
Brewster 1950; Burleigh 1958, Chapman 1910 and 1927; Greene et al. 1945;
Griscom 1944; Hubbard and Banks 1970; Kale 1983; McDonald 1983; Nicholson 1946
and 1950; Oberholser 1931; Pearson 1923; Ridgway 1901; Sprunt 1954; Sutton
1949; and Tomkins 1937 and 1941.
In a like manner, the following citations mention the Wakulla Seaside
Sparrow: A.O.U. Checklist (1957, and 1973 Supplement); Austin 1968a; Chapman
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1910 and 1927; Forbush and May 1939; Griscom 1944; Griscom and Nichols 1920;
Kale 1983; McDonald 1983; Sprunt 1954; and Weston 1939.
Again, the most important aspects of the citations were summarized in the
two Austin articles in Bent's life history series.
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MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
INTRODUCTION TO MORPHOLOGICAL EVALUATION
In this section I describe a undertaking in this project--the analysis of
morphological variation in Seaside Sparrows based on museum specimens. The
two primary objectives were to determine to what degree the birds varied in
plumage colors (a traditional method used in subspecific designations), and to
determine to what extent mensurable size characters varied geographically and
by subspecies. Although a few previous attempts had been made to assemble
museum specimens for plumage comparisons (e.g. Griscom 1944), no major effort
had ever been made to quantify alleged size differences among the subspecies.
PROCEDURES IN MORPHOLOGICAL EVALUATION
We assembled the largest known collection of Seaside Sparrow's skin
specimens in one place by borrowing from museums throughout North America, as
well as the British Museum of Natural History. I initially contacted 84
museums and university biology departments regarding their holdings of Seaside
Sparrows. Based on their responses, I selected a total of 1318 birds (mostly
in breeding plumage, e.g. fall- and winter-collected birds) to be sent to the
Florida Museum of Natural History (~) (until very recently, the Florida
State Museum) in Gainesville, Florida. It was there that the specimens were
housed for several months and analyzed by Kale, Alexander, and myself during
the summer of 1988. All of the plumage analyses, and most of the
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morphological analyses described below were based on this 1988 assemblage of
birds. Appendix B lists the museums from which we borrowed specimens in 1988.
In addition to studying skins sent to the Florida Museum of Natural
History, Kale and I had individually examined and measured specimens in the
large collections. For approximately ten years prior to our beginning to
collaborate in 1987, Kale had been measuring bill length and wingchord,
primarily in !. m. macgillivraii/!. m. pelonota and also in !. m.
peninsulae/!. m. Juncicola. Selected birds from all of the collections Kale
had visited were also sent to Florida in 1988, with the exception of the small
collection at the University of Arizona which I did not request.
In 1987 I visited the two largest individual museum collections of
Seaside Sparrows at the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH, New York)
and the U.S. National Museum of Natural History (USNM, Washington, D. C.).
The National Museum collection was revisited several times in 1988. I
accomplished two objectives in these trips to the museums. First, since large
museums are unwilling to send out all of their specimens of one kind, I was
able to measure birds which were subsequently not sent to Florida. Secondly,
visiting these museums enabled me to study the subspecies type specimens,
which are almost never sent out on loans. Type specimens for 10 of the 12
described subspecies are housed in the AMNH and USNM collections. The
synonymized type of !. m. waynei allegedly belongs to the Charleston Museum
(Hellmayr 1938). One of the several Charleston birds sent to the Florida
Museum in 1988 could be this type specimen, and one is labeled the "type. 1t
None of the dates with those birds, however, matches the collection date of
the bird Oberholser claimed as his type (1931).
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The whereabouts of the twelth of the subspecific types, ,A. m. maritimus,
was an enigma until the answers came in from letters I sent to 20 museums in
search of this specimen. Apparently there never was a type specimen for the
nominate race. I am indebted to James M. Loughlin, Collection Manager of
Birds at the Carnegie Museum of Natural History, for clarifying the problem.
I quote Mr. Loughlin's response here:
Ammodramus maritimus was named by Alexander Wilson in 1811 as
Fringilla maritima and described in his "American Ornithology" (Vol.
4, p. 68, plate 34, fig. 2). His locality description is merely
"sea islands along our Atlantic Coast." in 1931 Oberholser (Proc.
BioI. Soc. Wash., 44: 124) restricted the type locality to Great Egg
Harbor, New Jersey.
Hellmayr ("Catalogue of Birds of the Americas", Zoological Series,
Field Museum of Natural History) is the primary reference for the
locations of type matuerial for New World taxa. Under the entry for
maritimus (Part XI, p. 507, 1938) he says "no type extant." This is
not surprising as both zoological and botanical taxa were often
described in those days without actual specimens as vouchers; the
types were illustrations, a practice not permitted by the
International Commission for Zoological Nomenclature after 1931. In
this case Wilson's plate become the type.
The type specimens of the remaining 11 subspecies were carefully examined
for plumage characteristics and measured.
We analyzed the birds assembled at the Florida Museum from two
perspectives. First, we considered plumage. The details of our methods and
results are described in the section on Plumage, below. Most of our work with
the birds, however, was spent measuring four non-plumage morphological
characters on all specimens, as well as transcribing data from the labels.
The four morphological measurements we used are standard in avian
taxonomic work and are generally considered to be indicative of any variation
of overall size and shape (e.g. Graves 1988; Howe et al. 1977; Miles et al.
1987; Schluter and Grant 1984; and Zink 1986). Lack of time and funding
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prevented us from taking more detailed measurements, such as hind toe length.
However, we are confident that the results are indicative of the true nature
and degree of variation in these birds. We measured the following, as
described in Baldwin and Oberholser's Measurements of Birds (1931): Wingchord
(unflattened, the "length of closed wing"); upper bill length ("length of bill
from nostril"); bill width at anterior nares (not as described in Baldwin and
Oberholser, who considered bill width at the base); and tarsometa-tarsus
length ("length of tarsus (tarso-metatarsus)"). Mass was also noted on our
data sheets when listed on the specimen label. Kale and I had also taken a
few measurements on tail length and gonys length, and height of bill at gonys.
Measurement data were analyzed with ANOVA and pairwise! statistical tests.
In addition to taking measurement data and assessing plumage variation, I
also compiled a listing of all known published and unpublished descriptions of
the morphology of Seaside Sparrows subspecies. Virtually all of these are
subjective opinions, mostly dealing with plumage. Nevertheless, those
opinions are what mostly determined previous Seaside Sparrow subspecific
taxonomic decisions. I present this collection of opinions as Appendix C and
discuss it further in the Plumage section of this report.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS OF MORPHOLOGICAL EVALUATION
The results of our analysis of the four measured morphological
characteristics show several small yet distinct trends in size variation
(Tables 2 and 3). First, for all subspecies nearly all comparisons showed
small but significant differences in size between males and females, with the
males being slightly larger for all four characters considered. This sexual
dimorphism was most pronounced in the wingchord measurement, and least
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pronounced in the bill width measurement. Our data on mass were too few for
analysis; however, my own field notes for hundreds of mist-netted ~. ~.
pen insulae show that males average 2.1 g heavier than females in the spring
and summer. Other workers (e.g. Rising 1987, 1988) have also found body size
differences in sparrows.
A second overview perspective from the data set is that the subspecies ~.
~. mirabilis, ~. ~. nigrescens, and~. ~. sennetti are distinctly smaller than
the other six subspecies (Table 3), with ~. ~. mirabilis apparently the
smallest overall. Although separated by the breadth of the Gulf of Mexico, ~.
~. mirabilis and ~. ~. sennetti also have plumage which is quite similar to
each other, yet their plumage is least like that of the other small Seaside,
~. ~. nigrescens.
Considering the size of the four Atlantic coast subspecies, there appears
to be a large-to-small trend going from north to south, especially in the wing
and tarsus measurements. Excluding the aforementioned small ~. ~. nigrescens,
no two contiguous subspecies exhibit statistically significant differences for
all four measurements, however. In particular there are no significant
differences in any of the measurements between ~. m. macgillivraii and ~. ~.
pelonota. Although not statistically significant, ~. ~. pelonota actually
appears to be larger than ~. m. macgillivraii, a direct contradiction to the
prevailing opinions in the taxonomic literature (Austin 1968; Griscom 1944;
Oberholser 1931).
No such apparent clinal changes in size can be seen in comparing the four
gulf coast subspecies. The only consistent summary observation here is that
~. ~. Juncicola appears to be larger that ~. m. peninsulae for all measures,
and ~. m. fisheri appears to be larger than A. m. sennetti for all measures
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(Table 3). These differences may be superficial, however, because statistical
tests show that there are no significant differences between or among A. ~.
peninsulae, A. ~. juncicola, and A. ~. fisheri. Based on a relatively small
sample (11, 37, and 23) of A. ~. fisheri, A. ~. juncicola, and A. ~.
peninsulae, H. M. Stevenson also found no significant difference in wing and
tail measurements. He did obtain a "slightly" greater bill measurement for
male A. ~. fisheri, but indicated that this size difference would probably not
hold up against larger sample sizes (pers. comm.).
There are, however, significant differences between these three gulf
coast subspecies and the smaller A. ~. sennetti.
In conclusion, our measurements and analyses show no reason to separate
three of the four Atlantic coast subspecies based on size--A. ~. maritimus, A.
m. macgillivraii, and A. m. pelonota do not significantly differ from each
other. On the gulf coast, A. m. peninsulae, A. ~ . .iuncicola, and A. ~.
fisheri also do not differ in size, although there are distinct plumage
differences between A. ~. fisheri and A. m. peninsulae + A. m. juncicola in
particular. The remaining three subspecies CA. m. nigrescens, A. ~.
mirabilis, and A. ~. sennetti) are slightly and significantly smaller, and
thus seem to be validly characterized as distinct subspecies based on size as
well as plumage.
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SKELETAL CHARACTERISTICS
The Revised World Inventory of Avian Skeletal Specimens. 1986 (Wood and
Schnell 1986) accounts for 172 skeletons of Ammodramus maritimus subspp. known
to exist in 24 collections world-wide. The largest collections are in the
U.S. National Museum of Natural History, the University of Kansas, University
of Michigan, Louisiana State University, and the Carnegie Museum of Natural
History.
A complete analysis of skeletal elements is beyond the scope of this
report, and beyond the expertise of the author. But since any avian taxonomic
report should at least minimally deal with skeletal characteristics, I
consulted several sources. First, I considered Robins and Schnell's 1971
paper on skeletal analyses of grassland sparrows. Also, I asked two
University of Florida avian paleontologists (Pierce Brodkorb and his student
Diana Matthiesen) to examine all of the Ammodramus spp. skeletons in
Brodkorb's collection, which included 22 A. maritimus.
The major conclusions based on their 8 Aug 1988 comparative examination
of this genus are as follows: There is a relatively high degree of
interspecific variation within the Ammodramus sparrows. Yet the A. maritimus
subspecies as a group do appear to be "well knit;" that is, no one subspecies
seems to stand out as distinctly as, say, a bird of a different species would.
Brodkorb and Matthiesen had no specimen of A. m. mirabilis to examine.
Excepting A. m. mirabilis, A. m. nigrescens was least similar to the other
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subspecies Seaside Sparrows they observed. Robins and Schnell (l971) found A.
m. mirabilis to be the most dissimilar to the other A. maritimus subspecies,
and A. m. nigrescens to be the next most dissimilar.
Comparing the species A. maritimus as a whole to other Ammodramus
sparrows, the most similar species is the Sharp-tailed Sparrow (A.
caudacutus), especially evident when considering skull characters and the
tarsus/humerus ratio. This ratio additionally indicates both species are
relatively long-legged. Also closely related to A. maritimus are four other
grassland sparrows: Le Conte's Sparrow (A. leconteii), Henslow's Sparrow (A.
henslowii), Grasshopper Sparrow (A. savannarum) and Savannah Sparrow
(Passerculus sandwichensis) (Brodkorb and Matthiesen, pers. commj Robins and
Schnell 1971). The latter two seem to be closely affiliated to each other
based on osteological characteristics (Brodkorb and Matthiesen, pers. comm.).
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VOCALIZATIONS
Geographic variation in song exists in many bird species (Mundinger 1982,
Thielcke 1969). Consideration of song variation and its relation to
systematics, such as the well-documented dialects among the subspecies of
White-crowned Sparrows (Zonotrichia leucophrys) (Baker 1982, 1987), should be
incorporated into taxonomic studies that include behavior (Payne 1986).
PROCEDURES
Seaside Sparrow vocalizations have been casually recorded since the
1950's by several investigators. A concentrated effort to determine any
geographic variation in song was initiated in 1975 by David S. Lee (formerly
of the Florida Museum of Natural History and currently Curator of Ornithology,
North Carolina State Museum, Raleigh, NC). Lee recorded songs at about 35
sites in New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana in 1975 and
1976. These recordings were deposited in the Bioacoustics Laboratory of the
Florida Museum, and also in the sound collection of the North Carolina State
Museum. I now have the sonograas that Lee and other technicians made of all
of his recordings.
In 1981 I also observed behavior and recorded vocalizations of Seaside
Sparrows breeding around the Chesapeake Bay region of Virginia and Maryland.
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Representative sonograms were made of some of these recordings. I deposited
my tapes in the Florida Museum collection.
Seaside Sparrows breeding on Long Island, New York have been recorded
since the mid-1970's by researchers William Post and Jon S. Greenlaw at
Greenlaw's study site there. Those recordings are kept by Greenlaw at his Long
Island University (Greenvale, L.I., NY) laboratory. I also recorded birds on
and near their study site in 1982 and deposited my tapes in the Florida Museum
collection.
John William Hardy, Curator of Ornithology and Bioacoustics at the
Florida Museum, is an authority on bird vocalizations. Hardy recorded the
subspecies A. m. nigrescens, A. m. mirabilis, and A. m. peninsulae in Florida,
and these recordings, of course, are deposited in the Florida Museum
collection. The total cuts of Seaside Sparrow recordings at the Florida Museum
Bioacoustics Laboratory is 38 (as of Aug 1988), but approximately 150 more
recordings by me have been deposited there but have not been cataloged yet.
The two other major depositories of recordings of Seaside Sparrows are
the Borror Laboratory of Bioacoustics of the Ohio State University (30 cuts),
and the Library of Natural Sounds (37 cuts) of the Cornell Laboratory of
Ornithology at Cornell University.
The most intensive work done on the vocalizations of resident populations
of Seaside Sparrows is that by Post and Greenlaw (1975) on A. m. maritimus in
New York, and that done by me as a graduate student under the direction of J.
W. Hardy. I worked on Florida gulf coast A. m. peninsulae (McDonald 1986,
1988).
A review of the geographic variation in the song of Seaside Sparrows was
published by Hardy in 1983. Hardy's paper was based primarily on his
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sonographic analysis of recordings made by Lee, Post, and Hardy in the 1970's
(see figure legends). Sonogram Figures 2 and 3 described below in this report
are from Hardy's review paper, and are used here with his permission. I
briefly discussed geographic variation in Seaside Sparrow song with Hardy
again in August 1988. He had no further comments to make other than what was
published in his paper. I also talked about geographic song variation in this
species with David S. Lee in August 1988.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF SUBSPECIFIC VARIATION IN SONG OF SEASIDE SPARROWS
For a detailed description of song variation in Seaside Sparrows, readers
are referred to Hardy's 1983 paper which discussed the structure of all of the
currently recognized nine subspecies' songs and presented sonograms for eight
of these. The seven Seaside Sparrow authors in Bent give sometimes lengthy
verbal descriptions of the vocalizations of their assigned subspecies,
although none compares Seaside Sparrow songs to those of the other subspecies.
Sonograms made from sound recordings reveal the details of song
structure. All of the subspecies have primary songs introduced by several
introductory clicks (centering around 2 to 4 kHz), followed by a buzzy trill
(in the 4-8 kHz frequency range) and lasting 0.5 to 1.0 sec in duration
(Figures 1 and 2). Apparently no recordings were ever made of the southern-
most A. ~. pelonota that formerly bred south of Jacksonville, FL. Sonograms
of this subspecies were omitted in Hardy's figures. I prepared sonograms of
A. ~. pelonota recorded north of Jacksonville and present them in this report
as Figure 4 to supplement Hardy's original figures.
The songs of A. ~. mirabilis and A. ~. nigrescens are the most
distinctive of all of the subspecies (Figure 2, E and F). Both sound insect-
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like to the human ear, although they are dissimilar to each other in several
other respects. The A. ~. nigrescens's introductory clicks are more buzzy,
while the clicks of A. ~. mirabilis are more distinctive and widely spaced
(Hardy 1983).
Considering the songs of the remaining seven subspecies, one can make
only a few generalizations regarding subspecific distinctions. Any real
differences that do exist seem to be clinal. For example, I measured the
average frequency of the buzzy trill on all of the sonograms made from Lee's
recordings, and found that in general the trill of northern birds seems lower
in frequency than most of birds from the Carolinas. I have also found a great
deal of intra-subspecific and even intra-population variation. Indeed, if all
detailed characters of a large sample size of sonograms were compared, it is
my opinion that one would find nearly as much variation within a given
locality (e.g. the gulf coast of Florida) as within the species as a whole.
Lee (1976) found some indication that the song frequencies of Seaside Sparrows
may be related to the density of vegetation.
Thus, at this stage in our knowledge and analysis of Seaside Sparrow
songs, vocalizations can be used for taxonomic decisions in a very general
sense. The songs of A. ~. nigrescens and A. ~. mirabilis are distinctive
aurally and sonographically, and can be used as good characteristics to
separate out these forms from the other subspecies. The songs of the
remaining seven subspecies, however, appear not to possess consistent,
distinctive characters that can be used in taxonomic decisions.
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OTHER BEHAVIOR
Comprehensive quantitative studies on Seaside Sparrow behavior have been
conducted on Northern Seaside Sparrows in New York (Greenlaw and Post 1985,
Post and Greenlaw 1975, Post and Greenlaw 1982, Post et al. 1983), Northern
Seaside Sparrows in New Jersey (Woolfenden 1956), Cape Sable Seaside Sparrows
(Werner 1975, 1976), and Scott's Seaside Sparrows near Cedar Key, Florida
(McDonald 1986, 1988). Few attempts have been made to compare the non-vocal
behavior among or between subspecies, although Greenlaw and Post (1985) and
Post et al. (1983) did compare nest site selection, foraging, territory size,
and mating systems of one population of Northern to one population of Scott's
Seaside Sparrows.
Other writers give relatively subjective descriptions of the behavior of
Seaside Sparrows. These include the aforementioned Bent accounts, and also
Austin (1983), Nicholson (1928, 1929, and 1946), and Worth (1972 and
unpublished manuscript ca. 1982).
It is difficult to draw conclusions about the applicability of using
behavioral data in making taxonomic decisions regarding Seaside Sparrows with
so few quantitative data sets to compare. My opinion, based on personal
observations of Seasides in several states and based on surveying the
literature, is that the behavior of all of the subspecies is remarkably
similar and thus is not a strong criterion for taxonomic decisions. Probably
this similarity, most noticeable in behaviors related directly to breeding
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(e.g. nest site selection), is due to the activities of all of these birds
being restricted to tidal salt marshes consisting primarily of Spartina spp.,
associated grasses, and graminoids.
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NESTS AND EGGS
Variation in the construction of nests, and in the clutch size,
measurements, and color markings of eggs are sometimes distinguishing
characteristics between subspecies of sparrows. As is the case with the
vocalizations and other behaviors, the 1968 Bent accounts summarize the
published and unpublished nesting, eggs, and incubation data available at that
time.
From this information in Bent there appears to be no consistent
characters among the subspecies which distinguish them based on nest
construction and egg size and coloration. There is, however, a significant
trend for the more northern birds to have clutches of four, and the more
southern birds to have clutches of three. Also, of course, the more northern
birds have later egg dates.
I have accumulated other nest and egg data in addition to Bent. First,
Jon Greenlaw has generously shown me his unpublished, detailed nest and egg
data for his Long Island population of Northern Seaside Sparrows. These data
are for 40 nests observed in 1979 and 21 nests observed in 1979. My own field
notes for nests of Cedar Key, Florida birds (A. m. peninsulae) provide
additional data for 115 nests of this subspecies.
I also observed and measured nests and eggs of all of the subspecies in
three large museum collections: the u.S. National Museum of Natural History
on 22 Aug 1985 (total nest collection of 31); the American Museum of Natural
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History on 16 Aug 1985 (total nest collection of 18); and the Florida Museum
of Natural History (total nest collection of 65) on 11 Aug 1988.
Nest construction and reported placement was very consistent for all
Seaside Sparrows within a given habitat type. The major source of variation
seemed dependent on materials available. For example, Northern Seaside
Sparrows nesting in Spartina/Juncus used both, whereas a few nests of birds of
the same subspecies breeding in mostly Juncus used mostly that type of rush.
Thus, based on museum observations, I detected no subspecific variation in
overall nest construction, vegetation used, or size. A possible exception to
this conclusion is that northern birds (e.g. Greenlaw's nests) tended mostly
to be covered, or "domed," whereas my nests at Cedar Key rarely had this
character of arched grass over the nest.
The total museum holdings of bird egg collections (but not nests) are
detailed in the Inventory of Bird Egg Collections of North America. 1985 (Kiff
and Hough 1985). This publication lists 1184 Seaside Sparrow eggs being in
collections. The museums with the largest collections eggs are, in rank
order: The Western Foundation of Vertebrate Zoology, the Delaware Museum of
Natural History, the American Museum of Natural History, the Florida Museum.
the u.S. National Museum of Natural History, the University of Wisconsin
(Green Bay), and Clemson University.
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MOLECULAR GENETIC ANALYSIS
A thorough taxonomic revision of any avian group should include molecular
analyses to determine genetic variation and distances between populations or
other groups such as subspecies. A model genetic analysis is the monograph by
Zink (1986) on Fox Sparrows (Passerella iliaca), which used protein
electrophoresis and mapped gene loci. Biochemical analyses of genetic data
also utilize methods of genetic analyses of restriction sites in nuclear DNA
or both nuclear and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA).
Obviously, such biochemical analyses are beyond the scope and intent of
this taxonomic review of the Seaside Sparrows. Indeed, the currently popular
methods of determining avian affinities based on mtDNA have only been widely
used for about 18 months. In an independent project, however, on the genetics
of Seaside Sparrows, John C. Avise of the University of Georgia has collected
representative specimens and analyzed the affinities of all the subspecies
except the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow (A. m. mirabilis), and the Texas Seaside
Sparrow (A. m. sennetti). The major intent of his work, which was described
in Contributed Paper Number 57 at the most recent American Ornithologists'
Union Meeting (Aug 15-18 1988), was to determine the degree of relationship of
the extinct Dusky Seaside Sparrow to the other subspecies. Avise and I have
further discussed his work, and he has provided me with an unpublished
manuscript on which he based his A.O.U. paper.
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Avise's findings regarding the Seaside Sparrow complex as a whole are not
surprising, but do serve to substantiate the most logical inferred
evolutionary divergence of this group (e.g. Beecher 1955, Funderburg and Quay
1983). Avise reported that his molecular genetic analysis indicated two major
evolutionary splits within the Seaside Sparrows--the Atlantic Coast group and
the gulf coast group. He suggested that they were most likely isolated by the
Florida peninsula emergence in the Pleistocene. The Dusky Seaside Sparrow was
genetically closest to the other Atlantic coast Seaside Sparrows, based on
mtDNA composition. The distinction between genotypes of all of the
representative subspecies is diagramed in an UPGMA dendrogram based on Wagner
genetic distance analyses in a figure in Avise's unpublished manuscript. This
figure also clearly shows the division of the Atlantic coast and gulf coast
subspecies. And, interestingly, it shows that on the Atlantic coast there
appears to be no trend whatsoever for genetic distinctiveness between the
populations most widely separated geographically. For example the two most
divergent Atlantic coast clone sequences are from two different birds
collected in New York; while some birds from New York, South Carolina, and
east Florida have identical clone sequences. On the gulf coast, however,
there is a trend for the most dissimilar clone sequences to be those of birds
collected from the most geographically separated collecting sites.
The inviting question that remains is where does the Cape Sable
subspecies fit in, as it is a resident of the marshes near the southern tip of
Florida. Also of interest is determining the degree of relationship of the
Texas Seaside Sparrows to the the other subspecies. Avise (pers. comm.)
expects to secure permission to collect and and analyze the clone sequences of
this subspecies. But, as of this writing, Avise and his collaborators have
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been unable to secure permission from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and
the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission to collect the one or two
Cape Sable Seaside Sparrows necessary to provide the tissue necessary for
completing their analysis of the genetic relationships of the Seaside Sparrow
assemblage.
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PLUMAGE
INTRODUCTION
Plumage variation has been the basis of virtually all previous Seaside
Sparrow subspecific taxonomic decisions (see references in Appendix A,
Literature Citations Relevant to Seaside Sparrow Taxonomy). This is not
surprising, considering the time frame when the subspecies were described
(1834-1931). Although modern systematic treatments consider many
morphological characters, biochemical analyses of tissues, and behavior, the
designations of the Seaside Sparrow subspecies followed the prevailing
ornithological systematic methods of the late 19th and early 20th centuries by
relying mostly on plumage differences. A summary of the taxonomic history of
this group was presented above in the section "Taxonomic History." In
Appendix C I have compiled a summary of Seaside Sparrow plumage descriptions
based on published and unpublished material. The reader of this Appendix is
cautioned, however, that many of these opinions were written based on small
and not always representative assemblages of skins with varying degrees of
feather wear. Furthermore, it appears that some authors did not actually
study specimens at all, but rather presented their conclusions based on
previously published works.
Contrasted to the plethora of verbal descriptions of Seaside Sparrow
plumage, relatively few attempts have been made to pictorially represent the
subspecies. The journal Auk (Vol. 16, No.1) published a very nice
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frontispiece plate accompanying Chapman's 1899 paper in which the Texas and
Louisiana Seaside Sparrows were painted by Fuertes. John H. Dick painted a
frontispiece in 1981 depicting the nine races for the published proceedings of
the Seaside Sparrow Symposium (Ouay et al., eds., 1983). This painting was
based on museum specimens selected by Oliver Austin from the Florida Museum
collection. It is our opinion, however, that subspecific plumage differences
are exaggerated in this watercolor. I have taken color slides of birds in
fresh breeding plumage representative of the nine subspecies.
It is somewhat ironic, as well as problematical, that this most obvious
and most traditional criterion of plumage variation is yet the most difficult
to assess and compare quantitatively. Even today, with the advent of
computer-linked optical scanners of various sorts, the pattern of an
individual Seaside Sparrows plumage is difficult to capture quantitatively.
Consider, for example, the feather color details of a typical A. m. sennetti,
as described by Ridgway (1901, p. 218):
"Smaller, paler, and much more buffy than A. m. maritimus with the
scapulars and interscapulars distinctly darker than the general color of the
upper parts, relieved by broad edgings of pale grayish or buffy, the pileum
more or less streaked laterally with blackish, the auricular region surrounded
above, behind, and below by buff, distinct blackish post-auricular streak, and
the chest distinctly buffy, broadly grayer above than that of A. m.
macgillivraii but quite as distinctly and broadly streaked with black, the
under parts much more nearly white, without distinct streaks on median portion
of chest ••.• "
There are, however, other approaches to assessing and comparing plumage
that yield objective nominal data. For example, birds can be sorted into
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groups based on plumage similarities, arranged into a continuum ranging from
dark birds to light birds, or assigned a plumage color value based on an
arbitrary scale (Drost 1936; Roskaft et al. 1986; Watt 1986a , 1986b). The
method of sorting and arranging birds in fresh plumage, based on the
similarities and differences in both their front and back sides, is generally
how we proceeded to analyze plumage variation in our large assemblage of
museum specimens. Our procedure and results are described below.
PROCEDURES
One of the major objectives of the taxonomic review portion of this
project was to assemble in one place as many Seaside Sparrow museum specimens
as possible in order to compare birds collected in fresh plumage. A total of
1318 skin specimens were borrowed, and 1160 of these were in good plumage.
Thus, this summer 1988 assemblage of specimens at the Florida Museum was by
far the largest group of Seaside Sparrows collected in one place for taxonomic
analysis.
Based on our previous preliminary work, Kale and I expected that there
would be little plumage difference between the contiguous subspecies A· m.
macgillivraii and A. m. pelonota, and also little difference between the
contiguous A. m. peninsulae and A. m. Juncicola. Despite our ~ priori ideas,
we tried to be as objective as possible in comparing specimens. We also
enlisted the opinions of Florida Museum ornithologists Thomas A. Webber and J.
William Hardy, and the well-known Florida ornithologist H. M Stevenson of the
Tall Timbers Research Station in Tallahassee.
Thus, our first basic approach to assessing plumage variation was the
most obvious and logical procedure of simply looking at all of the birds laid
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out to get an overall sense of plumage differences. While working with the
birds in such manner, we decided if specimens (and the aforementioned
subspecies) were similar, and which plumage characters did vary geographically
by subspecies. Later, I sorted birds into plumage categories. Our findings
and conclusions are discussed below in the Results section.
A more objective approach to determine plumage variation was attempted by
administering a test, or problem, to two people ("evaluators") knowledgeable
about birds and their plumage, but naive in that they had no preconceived
ideas about what constituted a "subspecies" of Seaside Sparrow, nor ideas
about how many subspecies there were supposed to be.
In two separate tests, I asked Diana G. Matthiesen and Judy C. Bryant
(both currently Ph.D. candidates at the University of Florida) to observe a
random sample of Seaside Sparrows in fresh plumage, and to answer a series of
questions based on plumage. The group of specimens they worked with contained
65 birds representing all of the nine currently recognized subspecies through
the geographic range of Seaside Sparrows, although there were not equal
numbers of birds from each subspecies.
The first question, or task, was for the evaluators to look at all of the
birds and decide how many "natural" groups there seemed to be. The second
question was to arrange birds in groups based on plumage similarities. (The
number of such groups was decided by the evaluator.) The third task was to
arrange the birds in a continuum. The results of this experiment are
discussed below.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS OF PLUMAGE ASSESSMENT
Results of Kale. McDonald. and Stevenson Observations
Our opinions were similar regarding the plumage distinctiveness for the
nine putative subspecies. A summary of plumage characters is presented in
Table 4.
First, it was obvious that having a large collection of birds in fresh
(as contrasted to worn breeding) plumage did make a considerable difference in
our overall perspective on the similarities as well as in being able to
recognize minute differences in the bird skins. Secondly, although there is a
slight continuum of light to dark birds within a subspecies, we saw absolutely
no evidence of the existence of "color phases," that is, distinctive light and
dark morphs within the same subspecies or population. Although several
authors of taxonomic papers have claimed that such phases exist, we believe
that they must have compared specimens collected throughout the year and
disregarded the fact that plumage color changes with feather wear. Thirdly,
with the exception of nigrescens, mirabilis, and the darkest of the
peninsulae/juncicola birds, there are "overlaps" in what we would consider
characteristic features of the birds. For example, consider fisheri: Our
most typical skins, as well as those described in the literature, had a
distinctive buffy or rusty breast band. Not only did fisheri exhibit this
character, however, but most of the sennetti and Atlantic coast birds did as
well.
The nigrescens and mirabilis races were the most distinctive and could
always immediately be distinguished from all other subspecies, with one
exception. That is, when considering only the back sides of the birds, the
dorsum of mirabilis was remarkably similar to the dorsum of sennetti.
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We were also in complete agreement that the two Florida gulf coast
subspecies, ,iuncicola and pen insulae are virtually indistinguishable. Nearly
the same degree of similarity holds true for the three Atlantic coast
subspecies (maritimus, macgillivraii, and pelonota). Kale, Stevenson, and I
are confident that there are no discernable plumage differences separating
macgillivraii and pelonota collected in fresh plumage. I am inclined to
include maritimus as well, although Kale was (at this writing) more hesitant
to lump this northern bird with the two southern forms based solely on
plumage.
Regarding the remaining gulf coast subspecies, the plumage characters of
western-most specimens of ,iuncicola show an intergradation with the plumage of
fisheri in a narrow geographic zone. This is nicely shown in seven birds that
Kale collected in 1977 from a previously undiscovered population of Seaside
Sparrows at Choctawatchee Bay in Florida, at precisely the geographic boundary
separating fished and ,iuncicola. In Texas, the fished forms grade into
sennetti and there are no clear plumage distinctions between the two in this
area approximately half way down the coast of Texas. Birds collected from
southern Texas, however, are quite distinct from birds at the other end of
this continuum, i.e., fisheri from Louisiana and Mississippi.
Results of Experimental Evaluation of Plumage
Both evaluators Matthiesen and Bryant reached remarkably similar
conclusions in separate experiments regrading plumage similarities and
differences in the random sample of 65 specimens examined. In answering the
first question as to the existence of the most distinctive plumage group or
groups, they first picked out the nigrescens skins, and then picked out the
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mirabilis. (Matthiesen did not distinguish mirabilis as a separate group
until she considered backs as well as fronts.)
After separating out these two most distinctive groups, they both
concluded that the remaining birds fell into two or three other basic plumage
groups. They considered the dark .iuncicola and peninsulae as one group, and
the remaining five putative subspecies as one big, more or less similar group
that could be arranged as a continuum. That is, because of the basic
similarities of a buffy or rusty breast band combined with a more or less
average intensity olive-gray back, the three Atlantic coast subspecies and two
gulf coast subspecies (fisheri and sennetti) were seen as one big group.
Separating subgroups within this large group consisting of six putative
subspecies was not an easy task because not all characters consistently varied
to the same degree for the same birds. Both evaluators, however, did
distinguish the southern-most and lighter appearing sennetti as being at one
end of a continuum, and the darker fisheri from Louisiana at the other end,
with the remaining birds from the Atlantic and mid-gulf coasts scattered in
the middle of the continuum.
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CONCLUSIONS AND REC<M1ENDATIONS REGARDING TAXONOMY
Our opinions on skin similarities are based on the above described
findings as well as opinions solicited from other observers (e.g. Hardy and
Webber). Our opinions regarding what we consider the erroneous conclusions in
the literature, which reported supposed size and plumage differences, are
based on our realization that most of those evaluations were made using
relatively small collections of birds in all stages of feather wear.
Oberholser's 1931 original description of ~. m. pelonota is particularly
suspect. He had a reputation for being a taxonomic "splitter" (P. Brodkorb,
pers. comm.), and Browning (1974) has shown how Oberholser's interpretations
of measurements for other subspecies have been erroneous. I discussed
Oberholser's measurements for A. m. pelonota with R. Browning, who located the
original data sheets in the U. S. National Museum Bird Section archives.
Oberholser's scanty data do not appear to support his published report (1931)
on A. m. pelonota measurements.
Furthermore, considering plumage, it appears that some authors who
described plumage differences apparently did not actually study many (or
perhaps any) specimens, but instead unfortunately perpetuated previous
descriptions and misconceptions in their own papers in which they drew from
prior publications. The supposed existence of "color phases" within a
subspecies is one of the best examples of such a myth being carried over.
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PART TWO: CENSUS OF SMYRNA AND WAKULLA SEASIDE SPARROWS
INTRODUCTION
The original purpose for this Research Work Order 43 was "to determine
the status of two salt marsh inhabiting Seaside Sparrows •.•• The Smyrna
Seaside Sparrow is considered as tStatus Undetermined' in the Rare and
Endangered Biota of Florida (Baker 1978) and is Category 2 in the Service's
latest review notice••• The [Wakulla] subspecies is considered a tSpecies of
Special Concern' in the Rare and Endangered Biota of Florida (Stevenson et al.
1978), and is Category 2 in the Service's latest review notice."
To accomplish the objectives of this original version of the project, in
the summers of 1987 and 1988 my colleagues and I censused Seaside Sparrows
within the designated ranges of these two subspecies (Figure 5). In this
report I also include data from Kale's earlier work (see next paragraph). And,
in addition, I have incorporated data from miscellaneous notes and letters
describing relatively recent sightings of breeding Seaside Sparrows from other
sources.
A significant contribution to this portion of the project is the
tabulation of notes from Herbert W. Kale's personal census project on
Florida's Seaside Sparrows, conducted mostly in the summers of 1975-1976, and
1979-1981. Kale reported his work in summary form in his 1983 paper
"Distribution, Habitat, and Status of Breeding Seaside Sparrows in Florida"
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(Kale 1983). I obtained a more detailed description of Kale's census
procedures, exact search localities, and findings through several lengthy
conversations with him, especially during our conference 31 July 1988 at the
Florida Museum of Natural History. Not only was Kale's data an important
addition to this report from the perspective of completeness, but also the
availability of these data allowed us to determine population trends from his
1975-1980 censuses to our recent censuses in 1987 and 1988.
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PROCEDURES
COVERAGE
Personnel. Dates. and Regions Covered
Herbert W. Kale surveyed gulf coast marshes (which also included searches
within ranges of two other Floridian subspecies of Seaside Sparrows) during in
June, July and September of 1979, 1980, and 1981. Kale also censused the east
Coast marshes from Mosquito Lagoon (Volusia County) northward to Cumberland
Island (Camden County, Georgia) in May and June of 1975. He conducted
resurveys of these Atlantic marshes in June 1976 (Matanzas Inlet northward to
St. Augustine, [St. Johns County]), in August 1981 (MayPOrt marshes south of
the St. Johns River [Duval County]), and in July 1988 (marshes W of Amelia
River in Nassau County). Laurence L. Alexander censused the Wakulla Seaside
Sparrow along Florida's gulf coast in April, May and early June of 1987. I
censused the Smyrna Seaside Sparrow along Florida's northeast coast in June
and July 1987. I also wrote to Harold J. Belcher, Nassau County Coordinator
for the Florida Breeding Bird Atlas project and asked that he request his
reporters to notify me of any Seaside Sparrow sightings in northeast Florida
in 1988.
Specific sites censused are listed in Tables 6, 7, and 8. These sites
are depicted more precisely in Appendix D, which includes an accompanying book
of detailed maps (Florida Atlas & Gazetteer, 1987) marked with our census site
locations.
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Atlantic Coast Study Area
The study area searched by Kale and me covered the designated range of
the Smyrna Seaside Sparrow, and slightly beyond. This is about 225 km of the
northeast Florida coast, from Eldora, Florida (25 km south of New Smyrna Beach
to St. Mary's, Georgia (just north of the Florida-Georgia border). I also
surveyed along the St. Johns river from Palatka to its mouth in Jacksonville.
All Seaside Sparrows live exclusively in salt marshes except the Cape
Sable Seaside Sparrow, which is sometimes found in brackish marshes in
southern Florida. In northeast Florida, most salt marshes adjoin the
Intracoastal Waterway (ICW) and the streams and rivers which are tributaries
to the ICW. The marshes from St. Mary's south to St. Augustine consist
primarily of medium to tall cordgrass (Spartina alterniflora), grading in
Black Needlerush (Juncus roemerianus) at the edges towards drier land. From
St. Augustine south to Ponce Inlet the vegetation is similar, except mangrove
trees are scattered through the marshes at an average density of 4 per 500 ~.
The mangroves consist primarily of Black Mangrove, Avicennia germinans) and
range in height from 1 to 3 m. Some Red Mangroves (Rhizophora mangle) are
also present, especially to the south. From approximately Ponce Inlet south
through the range of the area I surveyed (Eldora), the mangroves are about
twice as dense and tall than those found further north. Winter freezes in the
1980'Sl killed most of the mangrove branches to the roots. Hence, most of
what I actually saw of mangroves in my 1987 census on these marshes were woody
1The dates of recent central Florida record freezes are: 13 Jan 1981, 12
Jan 1982, 25 and 26 Dec 1983, and 21 and 22 Jan 1985. Source: Climatology
Office, Institue of Food and Agricultural Sciences, University of Florida.
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"skeletons" of mangrove trees, along with some live vegetation growing from
the roots at the bases of these skeletons.
Gulf Coast study Area
The gulf coast region within the range of the Wakulla Seaside Sparrow
covered approximately 200 km of shoreline on the northeastern coast of the
Gulf of Mexico, Alexander concentrated his work in four Florida counties
(Dixie, Taylor, Wakulla, and Franklin). Using detailed county and recreation
maps, as well as his own background knowledge, Alexander chose 56
representative marsh sites for his repeated transect census counts of 1987.
As is typical of the gulf coast in this area, Alexander noted that the
shoreline is characterized by extensive Black Needlerush marshes, tidal
meanders lined with cordgrass, and many island or "hammocks" consisting of
Slash Pine (Pinus elliottii), Southern Red Cedar (Juniperus silicicola) and a
few hardwood species. Alexander also noted that although some areas were
locally affected by intensive shoreline development (primarily recreational
homes), most of the shoreline remains "substantially unaltered."
Silvicultural practices at adjacent upland sites had unquestionably altered
forest composition (i.e. mesic hardwood sites were planted to pine
plantations). But these practices did not seem to have affected the marshes
themselves. The relatively few gulf coast dikes and flood control structures
such as levees had sometimes caused major local changes in drainage and
salinity, but apparently not at the expense of Seaside Sparrows living in
adjoining marshes.
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CENSUS METHODS
Preliminary Comments
The three principal census takers in this project (Kale, Alexander, and
McDonald) used slightly different approaches in their work, depending on marsh
accessibility and vehicle or vessel type availability. All three workers,
however, accomplished the primary objective of noting the presence or absence
of Seaside Sparrows at as many potential habitat sites as possible within the
investigator's assigned range. Obviously, because of the thousands of km of
marshy coast and because of the small budget of this project, it was
impossible for us to precisely "census" (Le. count with accuracy) all Seaside
Sparrows within the Smyrna and Wakulla ranges. Thus we used the nominal or
ordinal scaling approach to measure the abundance of birds (Verner 1985).
A further note to make here is that some readers may sense that our
methods were somewhat imprecise, e.g., counts were not made at the same time
every day. Anyone who has worked with a combination of salt marsh
physiography, variable tidal water levels, stormy Florida summer weather, and
cantankerous boat motors can appreciate that precision census methods are not
easy to enforce when such a large geographic area must be sampled. We feel,
however, that our procedures and coverage were the most appropriate under the
circumstances, and that our results realistically reflect the relative numbers
of Seaside Sparrows present.
Basic Census Method Conducted by Boat for Gulf Coast and Atlantic Coast
What I designate the "Basic" census method is that used by Kale in all of
his work (1979-1980, and 1988), as well as by McDonald in 1987. Because
Alexander did not have a boat available for his work, his technique was
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slightly different and is described separately. Kale detailed his census
methods in his 1983 paper. They are summarized here, along with McDonald's
similar procedures.
We located potential Seaside Sparrow sites based on our knowledge of
habitat requirements and by using the detailed National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Nautical Charts, Florida Department of
Transportation county road maps, and large scale physical features maps
(Florida Atlas and Gazetteer 1987; Florida Wildlife Federation 1974).
Potential habitats were surveyed with a 16-foot flat bottomed boat (Kale) or a
"Gheenoe"2 (McDonald). We transported our boats to convenient boat ramps and
then censused by boat upstream and downstream from the boat landing. Our
searches were not restricted to just those marshes bordering creeks and
rivers, however. Both Kale and I probed into all of the marsh sloughs we
could get our boats into, and sometimes we walked into prospective marshes
after anchoring our boat at a waterway edge.
Marshes surveyed by Kale and McDonald in northeast Florida were easily
accessible from the Intracoastal Waterway. Gulf coast marshes surveyed by
Kale, especially between Pasco County and Citrus County, were more difficult
to reach, and his work there was usually accessed by using ramps located
several miles inland on a river and was usually restricted to periods of high
tide.
Our usual search procedure was to move the boat a certain distance, turn
off the motor, and then watch and listen for singing males. The distance
between these boat stops varied somewhat according to habitat features. For
2"Gheenoe" is a registered trade name for a canoe-like boat with a
transom for a small motor. The boat is manufactured by Harvey Gheen in Cocoa
Beach, Florida.
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example, we knew from experience that Seaside Sparrows are never found on
scrubby or wooded islands or wooded waterway borders, and so we bypassed such
habitat patches. Kale covered a more extensive geographic area than McDonald
and therefore stopped less frequently, i.e., approximately every 0.4 km.
McDonald stopped at every numbered buoy marker in the Intracoastal Waterway
(i.e. approximately every 0.2-0.3 km) and at comparable distance intervals in
the adjacent marshes without buoys. A total of 165 boat stops were made in
this manner by McDonald to search for birds.
The slight disturbance of the approaching boat often stimulated birds to
sing or give alarm calls, thus making them conveniently observable. If no
birds were heard, we would make "pishing" or "squeaking" noises (sounds that
bird watchers often use) to draw out curious birds from their seclusion in the
vegetation.
At each stop we noted the following: exact location, time of day,
weather, the relative abundance of Seaside Sparrows, the presence of other
bird species, habitat features, and any other notable circumstances such as
human disturbance of the habitat.
Supplemental Census Conducted From Truck and on Foot for Atlantic Coast
In addition to searching for birds from my boat, I also searched the same
and additional adjacent marshes that were accessible from land. Using the set
of maps as described above, I located marshes that were close to roads and
visited these during the July-August 1987 census period. I made a total of
163 stops by truck and foot, within the following northeast Florida sites:
St. Mary's, Georgia (looking 100 m S to Florida), eastern O'Neil, Amelia
Island, western Jacksonville, State Road AlA from Jacksonville Beach to Ponte
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Vedra Beach, St. Augustine, Faver-Dykes State Park (including portions of
Pellicer Flats), Tomoka state Park, Port Orange to Ponce Inlet, and New Smyrna
Beach to Eldora.
Supplemental Transect Census Conducted on Foot for Gulf Coast
Transect Census Methods. Alexander sampled Seaside Sparrow populations
at 56 gulf coast study sites in April, May and early June of 1987. He
attempted to space the sites chosen evenly across the known range of the
Wakulla subspecies. As can be seen by comparing Kale's results to Alexander's
results (Results section, Tables 6 and 7), there is complete overlap between
the sites Alexander studies and those censused by Kale in previous years. Two
obvious potential sites in Jefferson County (Big and Little Redfish Points)
were not visited by Alexander due to lack of accessibility by car. At each of
his 56 sites he walked a grid of five 100-meter transects. Each transect was
spaced 200 m apart. The transect sites chosen were done so preferentially to
include what was considered to be ideal Seaside Sparrow habitat.
Alexander recorded all visual and auditory detections of Seaside Sparrows
on each of the transects. The presence of other species was also noted.
Alexander revisited 26 of the total 56 sites in June and July of 1987.
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RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND DISCUSSIONS
GULF COAST CENSUS OF WAKULLA SEASIDE SPARROW
Results of Gulf Coast Census Conducted by Kale 1979-1980
Kale (1983j pers. COJIDD.) found Wakulla Seaside Sparrows to be "abundant"
in the salt marshes of Taylor, Jefferson, and Wakulla counties, westward to
Apalachee Bay region. The details of his findings, by date and locality, are
reported in Table 6, which I compiled based on our 31 July 1988 conference
during which we went over his field notes in detail.
Kale also sUJIDDarized his findings in his 1983 paper (pages 46-47) that I
quote here:
The A.O.U. Check-list suggests a gap of several miles between
A. m· peninsulae and A. m. juncicola, with the former extending
northward to Pepperfish Keys and the later southward to southern
Taylor County (the Steinhatchee River), although Howell (1952)
acknowledged that the two races intergraded in southern Taylor
County.••• Although differences between birds from opposite ends of
the distribution of peninsulae and Juncicola appear to exist, I feel
that these are clinal and the designation of separate subspecies for
adjacent and overlapping populations is not really justified.
In 1980 I found A. m. juncicola abundant in the Juncus-Spartina
marshes of Taylor, Jefferson, and Wakulla Counties, westward to
Piney Island, Porter Island, and Ochlockonee Point in western
Apalachee Bay (Oysterbay). Griscom (1944) noted that t a real lacuna
in our knowledge of Seaside Sparrows exists in northwestern Florida
between Pensacola and Wakulla County.' In June of 1980 I found no
Seasides in Ochlockonee bay, the marshes of st. James Island,
Alligator Harbor, Dog Island, St. George Island, the extensive
marshes south of Carabelle, or in the vast, mostly freshwater
marshes of East Bay, at the head of Apalachicola Bay. Marsh wrens
were abundant in Cat-tails growing in the East Bay marshes.
Although Howell (1932) found A. m. juncicola fairly cOJIDDon on
the bay side of St. Vincent Island, I found none there on 17 June
1980, nor were any marsh wrens heard. The habitat of mixed Juncus
and Spartina appears to be ideal sparrow and wren habitat, and the
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absence of these species is a mystery. No Seaside or wrens were
seen in the scattered marshes of St. Josephs Sound.
Howell collected two singing male Seasides in St. Andrew Bay,
Bay County, south of Panama City in 1926, which he called juncicola
(Howell 1932), but I found none there in 1980, nor were any found in
nearby East and West Bays. The largest marsh in West Bay was diked
and impounded in the late 1970's.
The A.O.U. Check-list indicates that ~. m. juncicola occurs
westward to Escambia Bay. This was based on misidentification of
Howell's specimens taken there in 1936. Griscom (1944) in his
revision of the Seasides decided that these were Louisiana Seasides
(~. m. fished), not juncicola, hence the western most record for
juncicola appears to be the two Howell collected in St. Andrew Bay.
No breeding Seasides had ever been reported for Choctawhatchee
bay until 16 June 1980 when I found an estimated 50 to 65 pairs
nesting in the Juncus-Spartina marshes of Hogtown Bayou, on the
south side of the bay north of the town of Santa Rosa Beach, Walton
County. Specimens collected then, and on 6 September 1980 and 10
october 1981 , appear to more closely resemble ~. m. Juncicola , or
an intergrade between .iuncicola and the dark phase of fished (see
Griscom 1944). Interestingly, this is the only place in the course
of my surveys in Florida where Seaside Sparrows were present, but
marsh wrens were not.
Results of Gulf Coast Census Conducted by Alexander 1987
Alexander found ft. m. Juncicola to be "evenly and abundantly distributed
across the range sampled in this survey." His submission of transect count
data (reproduced in Table 7 of this report), and his interpretation in
conversations with me indicate that his findings closely parallel those of
Kale conducted seven and eight years prior to 1987. As intimated above in
Kale's report, both he and Alexander frequently found Clapper Rails (Rallus
longirostris) as well as Marsh Wrens (Cistothorus palustris griseus) on their
west coast study sites.
Further notes from Alexander's work indicate that areas of highest
Seaside Sparrow density appear to be in Taylor County, with less dense
concentrations in Dixie County and in the western portions of Wakulla County
from Panacea to Ocklockonee Point. Alexander also pointed out that the
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absence of Seaside Sparrows in apparently suitable habitat in portions of
Franklin County is surprising, although both he and Steve Christman (pers.
comm.) had observed Seaside Sparrows on St. Vincent Island. (Christman also
reported 8-10 males, plus fledglings seen in June 1984, in a letter to Kale.)
Alexander did not detect these birds in transects on Dog Island and St. George
Island in 1987, although he had recorded vagrants on both of those islands in
previous years.
Portions of Jefferson County and the eastern portion of the St. Marks
National Wildlife Refuge in Wakulla County were not adequately sampled by
Alexander because of the inaccessibility. Additional work in these areas
would need to be done by small boat or preferably airboat.
Conclusions and Discussion of Gulf Coast Censuses
Although it is nearly impossible to precisely detail the population of
the entire Florida gulf coast population of Seaside Sparrows, based on Kale
and Alexander's work I conclude the following. Bird population estimates for
A. !!!. Juncicola are in the several thousands. If one considers A. !!!.
juncicola to be the same subspecies as A. !!!. peninsulae, then of course the
numbers of this group are even greater, perhaps numbering in the 5,000-10,000
range. The Seaside Sparrows within the current A.O.U. designated geographical
range of A. !!!. juncicola appear to be numerous and to be found generally in
all salt marshes where there is suitable Spartina-Juncus habitat, with the few
exceptions noted above. At this time the populations appear stable, based on
reports in the literature and the findings of Kale, followed by Alexander.
Any alternation of the pristine salt marsh habitat could, however, drastically
change this apparent population stability, as is known from the saga of the
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Dusky Seaside Sparrow, and as is perhaps the case with the Smyrna Seaside
Sparrow, described in the next section.
ATLANTIC COAST CENSUS OF SMYRNA SEASIDE SPARROW
Results of Atlantic Coast Census Conducted by Kale 1975-6 and 1979-81
No breeding Seaside Sparrows were found by Kale in any of his censuses
south of Jacksonville, Florida (Kale 1983; pers. comm). He did find what he
estimated to be 750 pairs in the marshes N of Jacksonville and extending
northward to the Florida-Georgia border, in his early censuses and again in
his 1988 follow-up work which was restricted solely those marshes. I first
describe Kale's early census work conducted 7 to 13 years prior to 1988, and
then present results of our current census conducted in 1987 and 1988.
In his 1983 report (pages 42-44), Kale states:
Despite searches throughout all marsh-grass dominated habitats
from Mosquito Lagoon north to the St. Johns River where its cuts
across Duval County from west to east and empties into the Atlantic
Ocean, no Smyrna Seaside Sparrows C~. M. pe1onota) were found in the
spring and summer of 1975. Searches in 1975 and again in June 1976
in the extensive Spartina-Juncus marshes between Matanzas Inlet and
the St. Johns River again failed to locate any Seasides.
The history of the distribution of this population is an
interesting one •••. [See Part I of this report regarding taxonomic
history and lack of morphological distinctiveness of this
subspecies. ]
Beginning about a half mile north of the St. Johns River in
Duval County, both Seaside Sparrows and Long-billed Marsh Wrens
occur abundantly in the Spartina marshes along the ICW northward
into Georgia. They did not occur within 300 to 650 feet of large
wooded islands, and were not found in the marshes between Little and
Big Talbot Islands, nor in the marsh close to Ft. George Island,
probably for this reason. Otherwise the marsh near these islands
appears to be suitable habitat.
Westward of the ICW a series of tidal creeks occurs on the
north side of the St. Johns River. All of these creeks are
interconnected, but only two of them--eedar Point and Clapboard--
open directly into the st.Johns. Seasides were found in Sisters
Creek (=ICW), Hannah Mills Creek, and Cedar Point Creek, but not in
the more westerly Clapboard Creek or any of the other creeks west of
Clapboard. The Spartina marshes for several miles north of the St.
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Johns contain scattered patches of Juncus, also occupied by
Seasides, but farther northward, Juncus is restricted to the fringes
of higher islands and the mainland and no Seasides inhabit these
fringes.
The Spartina marshes of Nassau County continue northward
without break, except for numerous rivers and creeks, into
Cumberland Sound and the Camden County marshes of Georgia. Seaside
Sparrows occurred in all of this marsh. No Seasides were found in
marshes extending up into the valleys of rivers entering the sounds
from the mainland, even where broad extensive marshes were present.
Marsh wrens did occur farther up the river, but never more than
about a mile from the open sounds.
A crude estimate of the breeding population of Seaside Sparrows
between the St. Johns River and Cumberland Sound [the northern
designated border of !. ~. pelonota], a distance of about 9 miles,
is 1,000 pairs. [In my recent conference with Kale, he said that
this 1983 estimate was probably a little high; his revised estimate
for the work reported in 1983 is about 750 pairs.]
Though I have not yet completed my analysis of Georgia and
Florida specimen material in museum collections throughout the
United States, to date I have detected no plumage or mensural
differences between specimens collected north or south of the
Georgia-Florida line, and feel confident that the Seasides breeding
in the Duval and Nassau marshes are !. ~. macgillivraii. The
population that once bred from New Smyrna north to Matanzas Inlet
and St. Augustine is now extirpated, and if !. ~. pelonota was
indeed a valid, distinct population, then this subspecies is now
apparently extinct.
Results of Atlantic Coast Census Conducted by Kale and McDonald 1987-1988
Smyrna Seaside Sparrows were not expected to be found south of the St.
Johns River because relatively recent reports such as Kale's (1983) which
indicated that they had been extirpated south of Jacksonville. Nevertheless,
in the summer of 1987 I did search for these birds throughout their entire
historic range, extending south to the former range of the extinct Dusky
Seaside Sparrow (Figure 5). As expected and as detailed below, I did not find
them south of Jacksonville.
I thoroughly covered all of the marshes of northeast Florida, with the
exception of the marshes 1.5 - 3.0 km west of the ICW between the Amelia River
and the st. Mary's River. I did not adequately cover that area of
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approximately 30 ~ because of severe thunderstorms during my attempts to
enter the marshes by boat. These marshes were thoroughly searched the
following summer of 1988 by Kale, however, and thus the entire northeast
Florida range of the Smyrna Seaside Sparrow was covered in two contiguous
years. It is fortunate that Kale and his assistant Thomas Pearrow volunteered
to probe into those marshes west of Amelia Island in 1988, because that is
precisely where the majority of the remaining Smyrna Seasides are found. In
preliminary report based only on my 1987 survey, I mentioned finding only 31
Seasides, all in the vicinity of 3 km north of the St. Johns River, along the
ICW. This very low estimate was unfortunately misleading. But with the
addition of Kale's complementary 1988 survey work, we are now able to make an
estimate of the entire current population.
Census of Marshes South of Jacksonville-1987. A results table comparable
to that for the gulf coast (above) is not presented for the southern portion
of the east coast because no birds were found at any sites. I did search for
birds at a total of 277 sampling stops in apparently suitable habitat sites
south of Jacksonville, including all of the specific locations where birds had
been observed or specimens collected in previous years. A detailed 60 page
word-processed document describing my 1987 field work, listing each site and
its characteristics, is available from me upon request.
Census of Marshes South of Jacksonville-Prior to 1987. Smyrna Seaside
Sparrow populations in the New Smyrna Beach vicinity declined between 1939 and
1947, with none being found during searches in 1948 and 1949 (Nicholson
1950a). Apparently the few small scattered populations between New Smyrna
Beach and Matanzas Inlet vicinity had also declined to none at about the same
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time. Samuel A. Grimes, a noted Florida ornithologist, reported the following
regarding A. ~. pelonota in a letter to Kale dated 6 Mar 1976:
I found nests of the seaside sparrow at Mayport, in the marsh
along AlA just as it enters the town. Next south of there was
where AlA crosses the North River at St. Augustine. Then along
the east bank of the Matanzas River two or three miles south of
the Bridge of Lions. Next along the causeway just west of
Crescent Beach. Then at Ponce De Leon Inlet along US 1. The bird
bred commonly, though locally, in northeastern Duval County and
the coastal salt marshes of Nassau County.
Seasides were breeding the marshes of the Matanzas Inlet vicinity up
until the late 1960's, as reported by Trost and Austin (Austin 1968b) and
George A. Watson (pers. comm.). No Seasides were found there in May 1975,
however, when David S. Lee searched for them (pers. comm.). Kale also did not
find birds in the Matanzas vicinity and southward in his 1975 and 1976 work,
nor in the Mayport marshes (south of Jacksonville) in 1975, 1976, and 1981
(Kale 1983).
Census of Marshes North of Jacksonvilla-1987 and 1988. Kale and I found
an estimated 750 pairs of Seaside Sparrows in the marshes along the ICW
between Jacksonville and the Florida-Georgia border. As described above, most
were found by Kale in 1988. According to Kale (pers. comm.) the birds found
in 1988 seemed to be in the same locations and to occur in the same density as
those he found in 1975. Mr. Pat Leary, a reporter for the Florida Breeding
Bird Atlas project, also found Seaside Sparrows in marshes 1-6 km south-
southwest of Fernandina Beach in the summer of 1988. The precise sites where
Kale, Leary, and I found birds in Duval and Nassau county marshes are listed
in Table 8.
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Conclusions and Discussion of East Coast Censuses
Smyrna Seaside Sparrows disappeared from their type locality of New
Smyrna Beach by 1947 and disappeared from other marshes south of Jacksonville
prior to 1975 (Figure 6). The population of these birds in the marshes
between the Jacksonville and the Florida-Georgia border appear to be stable,
however, based on 1975 followed by 1987-88 censuses. Although we did not
census the contiguous marshes that extend into Georgia because these
supposedly contain a different subspecies of Seaside Sparrows (i.e. !. m.
macgillivraii), we have no reason to believe that populations there are
threatened.
Why have Seaside Sparrows disappeared throughout the 160 km of coastal
marshes between New Smyrna Beach and Jacksonville? It is likely that the
causes are complex, and perhaps will never be determined with certainty. I
offer here several hypotheses, some of which will perhaps warrant further
study.
Austin (1968b) suggested that heavy DDT spraying for mosquito control in
the late 1940' and early 1950's contributed to the birds' decline, but he had
no direct evidence to support this. Kale and I disagree that this was a
likely cause, though, because the spraying program was implemented after the
pre-1947 extirpation of the southern-most populations. Furthermore, my
discussions with the University of Florida salt marsh ecologist Clay L.
Montague (pers. comm.), indicate that marsh fauna (i.e. food items) rebound
quickly in years following such spraying.
A second conjecture is that the Intracoastal Waterway may have
contributed to the decline. This waterway was initially constructed in this
vicinity in 1935, followed by several major improvement projects conducted up
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until 1967 (Parkman 1983). It is unlikely that the waterway was a cause for
decline, however. Water traffic has certainly increased considerably since
its construction, and there has been concomitant localized development along
the waterway. But most of its impact seems restricted to the narrow strips
immediately adjacent to the dredged channel and does not pervade into the
adjoining expansive marshes where one would expect to find the Seasides.
Furthermore, we found Seasides close to the waterway in marshes north of
Jacksonville.
A likely contributor to the very localized decline of the southern-most
populations of the Smyrna Seaside Sparrow was the pronounced advance of the
Black Mangrove, and, to a certain extent, the Red Mangrove into the formerly
grassy marshes formerly occupied by these birds. Referring to the type
locality marshes at New Smyrna Beach, Nicholson reported in 1946 that " ••• of
recent years the marsh has ••• filled with great numbers of mangrove bushes, and
trees now have grown to considerable size." In his 1950 paper, he concluded
that the Seaside's preferred grassy marshes had been replaced with advancing
mangroves, and this was the cause for their decline in that vicinity.
Black Mangrove invasion and its northward advancement to St. Augustine
was reported by Kale (1983) as well, who also suspected that they may have had
a role in the birds' decline. In my census of 1987 I noted the presence or
absence and density of mangroves at all of my sampling localities. I agree
that mangroves are certainly more numerous than they were early in this
century. But they are not so uniformly dense that they have replaced all
available habitat--millions of hectares of apparently suitable, open grassy
marshes remain south of st. Augustine.
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A further point to make regarding mangroves is that these trees have
probably been expanding and contracting their range in these east Florida salt
marshes throughout the evolutionary history of Seaside Sparrows in this area
(ca. 7,000 years before present, or even longer) (Clay L. Montague, pers.
comm.). Thus it seems unlikely that the presence of this tree per se could
have caused the recent precipitous decline in the highly resident Seaside
Sparrows.
Black mangroves from the St. Johns River south are susceptible to being
killed back to their roots in times of hard freezes, however (Bullard 1982;
Francis E. Putz, pers. comm.). Thus, most of the mangrove trees seen by Kale
prior to publishing his 1983 report had been transformed to woody skeletons
with live growth only at their bases when I observed them in 1987 following
three hard freezes in 1984, 1985, and 1986. It is possible that it is not the
presence of the mangroves as such, but some concomitant biological factor that
has contributed to the Seaside decline. In 1987 I noted abundant populations
of Red-winged Blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus) in these marshes, a bird known
to be increasing in numbers and also known for sometimes being
interspecifically aggressive (Clark and Weatherhead 1987; Picman 1982). Most
of the Red-wings I observed seemed dependent on the mangrove "skeletons" for
perches in the marshes. I tentatively suggest that the presence of breeding
Red-winged Blackbirds has contributed to the decline of Seasides in the
marshes south of St. Augustine.
Seaside Sparrows in Florida marshes seem to have an abundance of
available food, and their diet is not restricted only to several critical food
items (Post et al. 1983; Montague, pers. comm.). It is unlikely that lack of
food, or even the temporary disappearance of one food item, has contributed to
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their population decrease. Other biological factors which may have caused
Seaside Sparrow decline include the introduction or range expansion of a
predator (Picman et al. 1987), although Kale and I are not aware of the
existence of any particularly suspect predator. Mammals such as rice rats
(Oryzomys palustris), however, are difficult to detect, and they are known to
effect significant nest predation on Seaside Sparrows (Post 1981a).
A final conjecture was also proposed by Kale (1983) and recently
discussed between us. Kale stated in 1983 that his "overall impression" of
the marsh grass height south of the St. Johns River "is that it is too short
for safe nesting above high tide." I consulted again with salt marsh
ecologist Montague, as well as with Dr. A. J. Mehta, Acting Chairman of the
Coastal Engineering Department at the University of Florida, regarding coastal
changes that may have led to higher tides than in previous years. Although
there has been some natural shifting in the outermost coastline configuration
(especially around the sounds), no major coastal changes have occurred in the
last 100 years. Montague described a very gradual rise in sea level. He
stated, however, that this rise has been slow enough that the salt marsh
vegetation bed itself has risen concomitantly with the sea level. Thus, in
effect, water height (e.g. mean high tide) above the ground in the marsh has
remained constant. Apparently, then, natural or man-induced water level
changes have not occurred on a broad scale in northeast Florida marshes.
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OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING CENSUSES
The population of Wakulla Seaside Sparrows in the gulf coast marshes of
Florida appears to be stable and under no immediate threat of decline. The
same is probably true of the contiguous, more southerly population of Scott's
Seaside Sparrows. That a portion of these birds habitat is being purchased by
the Nature Conservancy helps alleviate immediate concern for their
preservation. I do recommend that both subspecies be monitored no less
frequently than every 10 years.
In regards to the Smyrna Seaside Sparrows, at this time I recommend two
programs for further research. First, the populations of Smyrna Seaside
Sparrows north of Jacksonville should be repeatedly surveyed at approximately
five-year intervals in order to detect any significant decline. Secondly, the
reasons for the Smyrna Seaside Sparrow disappearance south of Jacksonville
should be determined insofar as possible in order to prevent the extirpation
of these Seaside Sparrows in other marshes in Florida and throughout the
United States coastal marshes.
My final recommendation is more broad: population monitoring research
should be initiated for other subspecies of Seaside Sparrows, especially those
breeding in areas vulnerable to coastal development. In particular, I am
concerned about the Texas Seaside Sparrow, a distinctive subspecies that
breeds in a relatively small region of southern Texas--a coastal area
undergoing rapid development due to human population growth in that area.
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Virtually no research or population censusing has ever been done on this
unique form of Seaside Sparrow.
Unlike popular and easily accessible species of birds constantly under
the scrutiny of bird watchers, Seaside Sparrows breeding in remote salt
marshes can, and have, disappeared relatively suddenly, permanently, and
without discernable cause. This species must be monitored more closely in
order to prevent further extinctions.
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APPENDIX B
MUSEUMS THAT LOANED SEASIDE SPARROW SKIN SPECIMENS FOR TAXONOMIC REVIEW
Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)
Baton Rouge, LA
Science Jackson, MS
(Harvard) Cambridge, MA
Philadelphia, PA
New York, NY
Tempe, AZ
Tring, England
UF, Gainesville, FL
San Francisco, CA
Pittsburgh, PA
Charleston, SC
Chicago, IL
Cincinnati, OH
Ithaca, NY
Wi Imington, DE
Denver, CO
Chicago, It
Gainesville, FL
Tallahassee, FL
Gainesville, FL
Museum
The Academy of Natural Sciences
American Museum of Natural History
The University of Arizona3
British Museum (Natural History)
Pierce Brodkorb (private collection)
California Academy of Sciences
The Carnegie Museum of Natural History
The Charleston Museum
The Chicago Academy of Sciences
Cincinnati Museum of Natural History
Cornell University
Delaware Museum of Natural History
Denver Museum of Natural History
Field Museum of Natural History
Florida Museum of Natural History
Florida State University
Kale Collection4
Louisiana State University
Museum of Natural Science
Mississippi Museum of Natural
Museum of Comparative Zoology
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology
(University of Calif. Berkeley)
National Museum of Natural Sciences
(of Canada)
(United States) National Museum of
Natural History (Smithsonian)
Natural History Museum of San Diego
North Carolina State Museum
of Natural Sciences
Peabody Museum of Natural History
Yale University
Royal Ontario Museum
Tall Timbers Research Station
University of Connecticut, Bio. Dept.
The University of Georgia
Museum of Natural History
The University of Kansas
Museum of Natural History
The University of Michigan
Museum of Zoology
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University (Biology Dept)
City and State
Berkeley, CA
Washington, DC
San Diego, CA
Raleigh, NC
New Haven, CT
Toronto, Ontario
Tallahassee, FL
Storrs, CT
Athens, GA
Lawrence, KS
Ann Arbor, MI
Blacksburg, VA
(Canada)
Acronym
ANSP
AMNH
UAZ
BMNH
BRODKORB
CALAS
CARNEGIE
CHARMUS
CHIAS
CINNMNH
CU
DEL
DMNH
FM
UF
FSU
KALE
LSUMZ
r+1NS
MeZ
UCMVZ
NMNS
USNM
SDNHM
NCSM
YPM
ROM
TTRS
UCONN
UGADZ
KUMNH
UMMZ
VPI
3Kale visited in 1985; specimens not sent to Florida.
4Specimens have been donated to UF; not catalogued as of November 1988.
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APPENDIX C
PUBLISHED AND UNPUBLISHED CHARACTERISTICS OF SEASIDE SPARROW PLUMAGE
Note: Complete citations for published references can be found in the
literature cited section of this report. The notation "(0. L. Austin)" refers
to handwritten notes by Austin ca. 1965, found in the specimen card catalog
in the Florida Museum of Natural History. The notation "(H. W. Kale)" refers
to some early (ca. 1970-1980) handwritten notes taken by Kale as he observed
collections during that time. Some of Kale's ideas on Seaside Sparrow plumage
have changed since writing his original notes based on collections of birds
observed in separate museums (H. W. Kale, pers. comm.). The notation "(H. M.
Stevenson)" refers to quotes Floridian gulf coast Seaside Sparrows from his
letter written to me 9 Sept 1988 in response to my letter requesting his
opinion about subspecific differences in these birds. All of the following are
direct quotes, unless indicated otherwise. See also caveats in the text of
this report regarding the opinions of authors quoted in the appendix, e.g.
those from Funderburg and Quay 1983.
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Northern Seaside Sparrow (~. m. maritimus)
Original description: Wilson 1811, p. 6.
Location of type specimen: No type extant; Plate in Wilson 1811 is "type"
Type locality: Probably New Jersey ("Sea Islands along our Atlantic Coast")
(no notes from o. L. Austin)
(H. W. Kale): No or very little dark brown coloration. Evenly olive drab and
gray
(Funderburg and Quay 1983):
UNDERPARTS:
Basic color: grayish white
Buff wash: suffused with light buff
Streaking: grayish, indistinct
DORSUM: grayish olive shaded with fuscous, without distinct black streaks
COLOR PHASES: light
(From Bent's Life Histories, by G. E. Woolfenden):
When the birds can be seen clearly••• the yellow spot before the eye and the
white mustache mark along the jaw are unmistakable and diagnostic .•• One's
usual view of it is of a very dark grayish sparrow that rises •••
(Additional comparisons to other sparrow species)
(Ridgway 1901, p. 214-215):
Above olive-grayish, tinged with olive, especially on back, where
feathers are some somewhat darker with light grayish edges, producing more or
less distinct streaks; pileum olive laterally, grayish medially, producing
three broad but very indistinct and faintly contrasted stripes; a supraloral
streak of yellow, usually passing into whitish posteriorly, succeeded by a
broad supra-auricular stripe of olive-grayish; a malar stripe, chin, throat,
and abdomen white; submalar stripe and broad streaks on chest grayish; edge of
wing yellow.
Some specimens show more or less black streaking on the posterior portion
of the pi1eum, but in the large series examined (40 adults) this is never
conspicuous. Autumnal and winter specimens show more or less of a pale buff
suffusion on the chest, the white Northern Seaside Sparrow (~. m.
maritimus) ••• malar stripe also more or less buffy.
[Measurements:]
Comments from Griscom 1944 ("A Second Revision of the Seaside Sparrows"):
The northern Seaside Sparrow, maritima, is really a northward extension
of the light phase of macgillivraii. I agree with Tompkins that normal
maritima cannot be distinguished from tintermediate' macgillivraii; I am
unable to find a reliable criterion. Extreme olive specimens of maritima
cannot be distinguished from "waynei."
The northern subspecies maritima requires a new diagnosis, as it has
previously been compared only with the dark phase of macgillivraii. About 97
per cent of the individuals cannot be distinguished from the intermediate
phase of macgillivraii; •••
Size large; colors pale both above and below, with only a slight buffy
tinge on the breast; middle tail-feathers with very narrow, darker shaft
streaks or none. [Measurements:]
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MacGillivray's Seaside Sparrow (~.~. macgillivraii)
Original description: Audubon 1834, p. 285
Type locality: probably near Charleston, SC.
Location of probable type specimen (a juvenile): USNM 2894
Location of synonymized ~. ~. waynei: Charleston Museum? (According to
Hellmayr 1938; Oberholser 1931 said type was collected 1 June 1907 by
Rossignol, although there is no Seaside at Charleston collected that day.)
(0. L. Austin)
Similar to maritimus, but upperparts darker and sometimes heavily streaked
with blackish; streaks on flanks and breast broader and darker; shaft streaks
on middle tail feathers much broader.
(H. W. Kale): Edges of back feathers gray
(Funderburg and Quay 1983): LIGHT PHASE
UNDERPARTS:
Basic color: light phase: grayish white
Buff wash: light phase: suffused with light buff
Streaking: light phase: grayish olive, distinct
DORSUM: light phase: pale olive gray without streaking
COLOR PHASES: light, intermediate, dark
(Funderburg and Quay 1983): DARK PHASE
UNDERPARTS:
Basic color: dark phase: grayish white
Buff wash: dark phase: suffused with light buff
Streaking: dark phase: grayish olive, distinct
DORSUM: dark phase: dark olive gray, heavily streaked with black
COLOR PHASES: light intermediate, dark
(From Bent's Life Histories, by Alexander Sprunt, Jr.):
Rather drab, often ragged-looking olive-gray birds ••. the yellow line before
the eye and the white streak along the jaw are diagnostic of the species. ~.
~. macgillivraii is darker above than ~. ~. maritimus, the back feathers and
central rectrices are distinctly, often broadly streaked with black, and the
streaks on the chest and sides are broader and darker.
(Ridgway 1901, p. 216):
Similar to ~. ~. maritimus but darker, with the back distinctly, often
broadly, streaked with black, the streaks on chest and sides broader and
darker, and usually the blackish mesial streak of the middle rectrices much
broader.
[Measurements:]
Comments from Griscom 1944 ("A Second Revision of the Seaside Sparrows"):
Tomkins' (1937) fine paper on macgillivraii needs little comment here.
The name applies to the dark phase; waynei Oberholser is nothing but the light
phase. Both are common •••
The subspecies macgillivraii does not require a new diagnosis, but waynei
Oberholser is invalid, being nothing but the light phase. This race breeds
commonly in southeastern North Carolina. The conclusions of Tomkins are
accepted.
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MacGillivray's Seaside Sparrow (A. m. macgillivraii), continued
(Oberholser 1931, using principally USNM collection):
Similar to maritima, but upper parts darker and streaked sometimes heavily,
with blackish; the streaks on breast and flanks averaging broader and darker;
and the shaft streaks on the middle tail--feathers much broader and more
conspicuous.
(Oberholser 1931, using principally USNM collection):
Thryospiza maritima waynei, subsp. nov.
Similar to macgillivraii, but smaller, and much lighter, with less blackish
marking above, including the middle rectrices. Similar to Thryospiza maritima
maritima, but smaller and somewhat darker above; also somewhat darker and
usually more extensive grayish below, particularly in worn plumage.
Type locality of waynei: Chatham County, GA.; Collection of A. T. Wayne,
collected by G. R. Rossignol
[Measurements:]
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Smyrna Seaside Sparrow (A. m. pelonota)
Original description: Oberholser 1931, p. 126
Type locality: New Smyrna Beach, FL
Location of type specimen: USNM 298868; Synonymized A. m. shannoni USNM 525741
(0. L. Austin)
Similar to macgillivraii, but smaller (wing 2.22 to 2.48; tail 2.03 to 2.40)
[b. NC to SC, res. NC - GA]; upperparts lighter; lacks broad shaft stripes on
middle tail feathers.
(H. w. Kale):
Look at material in USNM [see xerox data notes; no specific comments that are
separate with notes on individuals]
(H. M. Stevenson):
Based on only 9 specimens ••• the wing lengths look a tad greater than the other
[gulf coast] FLorida races ...macgillivraii also apperar to average greater in
wing length.
(Funderburg and Quay 1983):
UNDERPARTS:
Basic color: grayish white
Buff wash: faint tinge
Streaking: grayish, distinct
DORSUM: grayish brown, heavily streaked with black
COLOR PHASES:dark
(From Bent's Life Histories, by O. L. Austin):
This poorly-marked subspecies, which Griscom (1944) regarded as a tbarely-
recognizable minor population in northeast Florida,' is very similar to
macgillivraii, from which it differs allegedly in averaging slightly smaller
and in lacking the broad dark shaft stripes on the middle tail feathers.
(Ridgway 1901 did not mention)
Comments from Griscom 1944 C'A Second Revision of the Seaside Sparrows"):
A. m. pelonota Oberholser is a small, local population of macgillivraii
in the intermediate phase from Matanzas Inlet and New Smyrna. Its chief
character is its smaller size. It is added to the list in the recent Check-
List Supplement, but I doubt if its range should be extended north to the
northern end of Amelia Island.
The subspecies pelonota is regarded as barely recognizable minor
population in northeast Florida.
(Oberholser 1931, using principally USNM collection):
Thryospiza maritima pelonota, subsp. nov. Smyrna Seaside Sparrow.
Similar to Thryospiza maritima macgillivraii from North Carolina, which it
closely resembles in color, but it has no broad shaft stripes on the middle
tail-feathers, and is smaller; wing, and especially tail, shorter; the bill
and tarsus, however, are of the same size, thus being relatively larger.
Similar to Thryospiza maritima waynei, but much darker, more grayish (less
yellowish olive) brown above, and usually more heavily marked with black on
the dorsal region.
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Smyrna Seaside Sparrow (A. m. pe1onota), continued
(Oberholser 1931, continued)
Type locality: New Smyrna, Florida, May 16, 1925, USNM 298868
Measurements: Wing: (Adult male)61.1 mm, tail 54.5 mm, exposed culmen 15.1 mm,
tarsus 23.4 mm
Remarks--This interesting race, which much more resembles Thryospiza maritima
macgillivraii than it does the intervening Thryospiza maritima waynei, is
apparently resident in a relatively small area along the coast of northeastern
Florida. A good series of 53 specimens shows its above detailed differences
from the other races.
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Dusky Seaside Sparrow (A. m. nigrescens)
Original description : Baird and Ridgway 1873, p. 198
Type locality: Salt Lake, Wof Merritt Island, FL.
Location of type specimen: USNM 83501
(no notes from o. L Austin)
(no notes from H. W. Kale)
(Funderburg and Quay 1983):
UNDERPARTS:
Basic color: white
Buff wash: none
Streaking: black, heavy, sharply defined
DORSUM: black or brownish black; no yellow around eye
COLOR PHASES:dark
(From Bent's Life Histories, by C. H. Trost, p. 855):
The juvenal plumage of the dusky seaside is much like that of the other
seasides, but the head and back are considerably darker. The lores and bend
of wing are buffy, the throat white, the breast and belly an off-white or
buff, and a band of tan streaks extends across the breast. The wings, back,
and tail are grayish brown. The post-juvenile molt starts in late August, and
by November the birds of the year can be distinguished from adults only by a
faint tan remainder of the juvenile chest band.
Adults undergo a complete postnuptial molt .••
(Ridgway 1901, p.219):
Above black, indistinctly streaked with olive and grayish; wing and tail
feathers edged with olive-brown; supraloral spot and edge of wing gamboge
yellow; underparts white, thickly and broadly streaked with black.
COJlDDents from Griscom 1944 (flA Second Revision of the Seaside Sparrowsfl):
A. m· nigrescens (Ridgway) is a small local population in an extreme
development of the dark phase. It possesses two absolute characters in the
heavy black streaking on a white ground below and the loss of the yellow
postocular stripe••••
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Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow (A. ~. mirabilis)
Original description: Howell 1919, p. 86
Type locality: Cape Sable, FL.
Location of type specimen: USNM 261542
(0. L Austin): No fresh mirabilis
(no notes from H. W. Kale)
(Funderburg and Quay 1983):
UNDERPARTS:
Basic color: white
Buff wash: none
Streaking: black, narrow, sharply defined
DORSUM: yellowish olive streaked with fuscousj distinct yellow area around eye
COLOR PHASES: light
(From Bent's Life Histories, by L. A. Stimson):
... it seems to me that the differences in color between mirabilis and the
races of maritima, or even between mirabilis and nigrescens, are no greater
than, for instance, those between certain races of the song sparrow or of the
rufous-sided towhee. The similarities between mirabilis, nigrescens, and the
maritima subspecies in song.••
Concerning this bird O. L. Austin, Jr., writes me: 'John Aldrich and I just
examined together the juvenile you collected. Compared with February and
April adults, the upper parts of the young bird lack their distinctive
greenish-gray cast. The back feathers have heavier blackish-brown centers
edged with buffy-white ... '
Howell (1932) describes the bird as: 'About the size of Scott's Seaside,
upperparts more greenish and underparts more whitish than in any of the races
of maritimaj hind neck and back yellowish olive, streaked with fuscousj
scapulars edged with whitej tail fuscous, edged with citrine drab )olive
drab); lores yellow; wings fuscous, edged with olive; edge of wings yellow;
underparts white, moderately streaked on breast and sides with fuscous or
mouse gray.'
(not mentioned in Ridgway 1901)
Comments from Griscom 1944 ("A Second Revision of the Seaside Sparrows"):
A. ~. mirabilis Howell •.• is a small, local population in an extreme
development of the light phase. While it is the greenest of Seaside Sparrows,
duller specimens cannot be distinguished above from the most olive sennetti.
It has the most yellow around the eye of any Seaside Sparrow, with the
exception of the aberrant specimens of sennetti discussed above. It is
lighter below than any race of maritima. These are all differences of degree,
none are absolute. Indeed it could be argued that the whiter under parts of
mirabilis deprive nigrescens of one of the latter's absolute characters!
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Scott's Seaside Sparrow (A. m. peninsulae)
Original description Allen 1888, p. 284
Type locality: Tarpon Springs, FL.
Location of cotype specimens: AMNH 31209, AMNH 31210
(0. L Austin):
similar to maritimus, but upperparts darker and browner
(H. W. Kale):
(Fresh) edges of back feathers olive-green, central portions dark. Basic color
of back brown, not gray or black.
(H. M. Stevenson):
After throwing out (at least for the present) the unsexed birds, I ran
separate averages for fisheri, juncicola, and pensinsulae. The respective
numbers of specimens in this exerciese were 11,37, and 23 ••• 1 obtained
slightly greater bill measurements in male fisheri than in the other two
races. With larger numbers of measurements for wing and tail, I found no
significant difference among these three populations.
That leasds me to say that differences among them would have to be based
on color patterns, and I see none between .iuncicola and peninsulae. The
former name should be lumped under peninsulae, which has priority.
As to the other two, I found the following notation I made about fisheri
within the past year: tBirds collected on comparable dates (1 April-30 May)
were much lighter below and more brownish (les blackish) dorsally than
specimens of "juncicola" and "peninsularis" [peninsulae). In fall (Oct.-
Nov.), ca. same differences--more ventral streaking in juncicola.' To
elaborate on the last sentence, I used juncicola to include peninsulae then,
without having checked on the matter of priority. In some specimens these
color differences can be seen even in the breeding season, but they are much
more consistent and conspicuous in fall. Therefore, I would recognize two
subspecies on the Gulf Coast north of Tampa, fisheri and peninsulae."
(Funderburg and Quay 1983):
UNDERPARTS:
Basic color: white
Buff wash: suffused with brownish ash
Streaking: black, narrow, sharply defined
DORSUM: dark olive overlaid with dark cinnamon brown
COLOR PHASES:dark
(From Bent's Life Histories, by O. L. Austin, Jr.):
•.• Gulf Coast of Florida••• support resident population of seaside sparrows
distinguishable at a glance from all the Atlantic Coast populations (except
nigrescens, the blackest of the entire complex) by their darker color above
and below. A gradual cline is evident from the smaller, grayer population in
the south (peninsulae) to the slightly larger, darker, and dorsally browner
birds in the northwest corner of the range in the Wakulla area (juncicola).
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Scott's Seaside Sparrow (A. m. peninsulae) , continued
(Ridgway 1901, pp. 216-217):
Similar to A. m. macgillivraii but more uniform in color above, where the
blackish markings are less sharply contrasted with the general olivaceous
color, the back usually without any distinct ashy edgingsj under parts with
the ground color more grayish, especially on chest and sides, with the darker
streaks more extensively diffused, usually occupying the lower throat and
sometimes nearly the whole throatj wing averaging decidedly shorter and bill
and feet smaller.
[Measurements:]
Comments from Griscom 1944 ("A Second Revision of the Seaside Sparrows"):
A. m. peninsulae (Allen) possibly does not exist in two phases, in this
respect resembling maritima. Individual variation approximating juncicola is
to be expected, but Howell's records of juncicola and macgillivraii from the
range of peninsulae may represent the rare dark phasej also Burleigh no. 5813
from Port Richey, now in the Louisiana State University Museum of Zoology.
The specimen from Tarpon Springs identified by Oberholser and recorded by
Howell as fisheri has been reexamined•.•
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Wakulla Seaside Sparrow (A. m. juncicola)
Original description: Griscom and Nichols 1920, p. 25
Type locality: East Goose Creek, Wakulla Co., FL; Male adult collected 29 Mar
1919 by Ludlow Griscom.
Location of type specimen: AMNH 144885
(0. L. Austin):
Slightly larger and darker than peninsulae above and below
(H. M. Stevenson):
[See quote under A. m. peninsulae, comparing three Florida gulf coast subspp.]
(H. W. Kale):
Basic back color--brownish black. Back feathers central part black, edges
dark olive green, but some tinged with gray--similar to macgillivraii. Under
parts (fresh?) darker-grayer than any other Seaside.
(Funderburg and Quay 1983):
UNDERPARTS:
Basic color: gray
Buff wash: faint tinge
Streaking: black, diffuse
DORSUM: fuscous black; dark olive on nape and rump
COLOR PHASES:dark
(From Bent's Life Histories, by O. L. Austin, Jr.):
...Gulf Coast of Florida••• support resident population of seaside sparrows
distinguishable at a glance from all the Atlantic Coast populations (except
nigrescens, the blackest of the entire complex) by their darker color above
and below. A gradual cline is evident from the smaller, grayer population in
the south (peninsulae) to the slightly larger, darker, and dorsally browner
birds in the northwest corner of the range in the Wakulla area (juncicola).
(not mentioned in Ridgway 1901)
Comments from Griscom 1944 ("A Second Revision of the Seaside Sparrows"):
A. m. juncicola Griscom and Nichols is a great development of the black
phase, with diffuse blackish streaking below, and only a faint tinge of buff
on the chest. In extreme specimens it is almost as black above as nigrescens.
No light phase is reported, but I am confident it exists. On December 31,
1915, I shot a bird at East Goose Creek, Wakulla County, Florida, which
Griscom and Nichols regarded as intermediate, nearer howelli. This specimen
and another recorded by Howell as howelli may prove to represent the light
phase.
A real lacuna in our knowledge of Seaside Sparrows exists in northwestern
Florida between Pensacola and Wakulla County...
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Louisiana Seaside Sparrow (A. m. fisheri)
Original description: Chapman 1899, p. 10
Type locality: Grand Island (Jefferson Parish, SE LA)
Location of type specimen: USNM 163722
Location of type specimen of synonymized A. m. howelli: USNM 231131
(0. L. Austin): similar to peninsulae, but browner
(No notes from H. W. Kale)
(H. M. Stevenson):
[See quote under A. m. peninsulae, comparing three Florida gulf coast subspp.)
(Funderburg and Quay 1983): DARK PHASE
UNDERPARTS:
Basic color: dark phase: grayish white
Buff wash: dark phase: pale, dull, buff
Streaking: dark phase: black, heavy
DORSUM: dark phase: dark brown, broadly streaked with fuscous black
COLOR PHASES:dark, intermediate, light
(Funderburg and Quay 1983): LIGHT PHASE
UNDERPARTS:
Basic color: light phase: gray
Buff wash: light phase: bright ochreous
Streaking: light phase: black, diffuse to unstreaked
DORSUM: head and nape cinnamon brown, back mummy brown
COLOR PHASES: dark, intermediate, light
(From Bent's Life Histories, by R. A. Norris, p. 841):
Both [fisheri and sennetti) differ from the nominate race, maritima, in
the distinct black streaking of their upper parts. Most example of sennetti
are relatively pale and have a unique greenish-gray cast to the upper parts;
most fisheri are darker and browner both above and below. A. m. fisheri
differs from the races macgillivraii, pelonota, peninsulae, and juncicola by
its conspicuously buffy chest, sides, and flanks, sennetti by its paler and
greener coloring above.
(Ridgway 1901, p. 217):
Similar to A. m. macgillivraii, but much darker, the upper parts with
much more black (often with black prevailing), and the ground color of the
chest, sides, and flanks deep buffy. (Footnote 3: This deep buff coloring of
the under parts becomes quite worn away in midsummer specimens, the black of
the upper parts likewise disappearing.)
Comments from Griscom 1944 ('tA Second Revision of the Seaside Sparrows"):
The careful and discriminating field work of Messrs. Lowery and Burleigh prove
incontestably that fisheri is dichromatic. Second, howelli is either the
pale phase of fisheri, or else requires a new diagnosis. It is impossible for
howe1Ii , as now understood, to breed right across Louisiana to eastern Texas
in colonies of fisheri.
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Louisiana Seaside Sparrow (A. m. fisheri), continued
The subspecies fisheri was based on a small series from Grand Isle,
Louisiana. The original diagnosis of the race proves to be a description of
the dark phase. The tow phases are sufficiently distinct, so that extreme
specimens would be distinguishable in life.
a. Dark phase--with heavy black streaking on pileum and back, with a
corresponding reduction of the olive and brown tones; breast bright ochreous
buff, usually with sharp, fine black streaks. (Reference spec. LSU nos. 3466,
4717).
b. Light phase--paler, especially above, where the olive and brown tones
predominate, and there is a marked reduction of black streaking; in extreme
specimens there may be no black streaking on the crown at all (reference spec.
LSU no. 6162); below the yellow breast band is usually paler, and always lacks
sharp, black streaks. Actually the light phase can be further subdivided into
two variations, (1) the upper parts grayer and more olive (reference spec. LSU
no. 6066), (2) the upper parts browner, (reference spec. LSU no. 6162).
c. The subspecies fisheri resembles macgillivraii in producing numerous
individuals which must be classed as 'intermediate.'
The subspecies fisheri proves to be the most variable of all Seaside
Sparrows. The original diagnosis was based on the dark phase; a light phase
is common, and intermediate birds exist. It ranges from northeastern Texas to
Pensacola, Florida.
The subspecies howelli is regarded as the light phase of fisheri and is
reduced to synonymy.
The Status of A. m. howelli
This subspecies is as yet inadequately known, and there are not enough
specimens from Alabama. The following statement are, however, entirely
warranted by the 46 specimens before me ..•
To sum up, two points should be clear: (1) the total number of unworn or
serviceable specimens of howelli is clearly two few to bring out the probable
degree of variation or the percentage occurrence of the two phases; (2) only
one possible character for howelli remains; the great majority of specimens
may prove to have paler buffy, diffusely streaked chests, whereas only 4 out
of 60 fisheri posses this character. Geographically this is not only
plausible but probable. Actually howelli is geographically intermediate
between fisher and juncicola, and the later subspecies possesses only a feeble
tinge of buff on the chest ••.
Final decision of the status of howelli requires putting on record some
extreme variation of fisheri ...
My conclusion consequently is that the recognition of howelli serves no
useful purpose •••
It follows that the range of fisheri should be extended east to
Pensacola•..
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Texas Seaside Sparrow (~. m. sennetti)
Original description: Allen 1888, p. 286
Type locality: Corpus Christi, TX
Location of cotype specimens: AMNH 8352, AMNH 8353
(0. L Austin):
similar to maritimus, but greener, and blacker center to back crown feathers
(No notes from H. W. Kale)
(Funderburg and Quay 1983):
UNDERPARTS:
Basic color: grayish white
Buff wash: most--none; few--faint yellowish buff
Streaking: chest--none; sides--distinct, narrow, black
DORSUM: greenish gray, nape distinctly streaked with black
COLOR PHASES: light
(From Bent's Life Histories, by R. A. Norris):
p. 841: Both [fisheri and sennetti] differ from the nominate race, maritima,
in the distinct black streaking of their upper parts. Most example of
sennetti are relatively pale and have a unique greenish-gray cast to the upper
parts; most fisheri are darker and browner both above and below. A· m.
fisheri differs from the races macgillivraii, pelonota, peninsulae, and
juncicola by its conspicuously buffy chest, sides, and flanks, sennetti by its
paler and greener coloring above.
(Ridgway 1901, p. 218):
Smaller, paler, and much more buffy than A. m. maritimus, with the
scapulars and interscapulars distinctly darker than the general color of the
upper parts, relieved by broad edgings of pale grayish or buffy, the pileum
more or less streaked laterally with blackish, the auricular region surrounded
above, behind, and below by buff, distinct blackish post-auricular streak, and
the chest distinctly buffy, broadly grayer above than that of A. m.
macgillivraii, but quite as distinctly and broadly streaked with black, the
under parts much more nearly white, without distinct streaks on median portion
of chest. (Footnote 1: This last character may not be constant, only two
young birds having been examined.)
[Measurements:]
Comments from Griscom 1944 ("A Second Revision of the Seaside Sparrows"):
It follows that worn specimens are virtually indistinguishable below, and
resolve into darker and lighter birds above. The only absolute character
known is the unstreaked chest of sennetti ••••
At the moment sennetti is known only in the light phase, but a dark phase
should be sought by competent collectors.
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GENERAL NOTES ON SEASIDE SPARROW PLUMAGE:
(H. W. Kale, notes from U. Michigan data sheet):
Width of shaft stripe on middle tail feathers varies--no broader or narrower
on birds from NC-SC-GA-FL.
NE Florida birds in fresh plumage show more gray in body plumage, but on ends
of feathers--hence wearing of this reveals more brown. Breasts appear darker-
-feathers have broader gray centers and less white tipped fringe, by breeding
season only gray remains in both.
(H. W. Kale, notes on Choctawhatchee birds):
Are definitely not solely .iuncicola because they have the buffy breast of
fisheri, and their backs are darker (blacker) than backs of fisheri. Although
some specimens of both races come very close to this, the buffy breast is
characteristic of fisheri. This population may have been isolated from both
juncicola and fisheri for a long period of time, hence may be evolving a
plumage characteristic of its specific habitat on Hogtown Bayou. I am going
to call them an intergrade between juncicola-fisheri.
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APPENDIX D
MAP LOCATIONS OF SEASIDE SPARROWS CENSUS SITES
Accompanying this report is a book of detailed Florida maps (tlFlorida
Atlas & Gazetteer, tI published by DeLorme Mapping Company. The following
coastal maps (numbered by the pages on which they are found) have symbols
indicating sites censused for this report: East Coast--41, 57, 58, 67, 68,
75, 81; West Coast--69, 62, 51, 50, 61, 60, 59, 47, 46, 45, 44, 43, 42, 26,
27.
Symbols inserted on the map correspond to Site Locations listed Tables 6,
7, and 8 of this report. For the maps corresponding to the west coast
censuses (Tables 6 and 7), the table number is the first digit in the symbol,
followed by a dash, and then the site number. For example, 7-16 refers to
Dekle Beach, on the gulf coast, censused by Alexander in 1987. For the maps
corresponding to the east coast censuses, the Site Location number is listed
(for McDonald), or the site area is listed as a capital letter (for Kale).
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Figure 1. Ranges of Seaside Sparrow subspecies, as described chronologically
in the taxonomic literature. The currently recognized distribution is
displayed in the map dated 1957, although A. m. nigrescens shown there is now
extinct. (The most recent Sixth Edition of the Check-list [1983] did not
describe subspecific ranges.)
KEY TO SUBSPECIES:
1 = A· m· maritimus
2 = A· m· macgi 11i vraii
3 = A. m· pe1onota
4 = A· m· nigrescens
5 = A· m· mirabilis
6 = A· m· peninsulae
7 = A· m· juncico1a
8 = A· m. howelli
9 = A· m· fishei
10 = A· m. sennetti
A: Distribution of the first three described forms, A. m. maritimus (1811),
A. m· macgillivraii (1834), and A. m. nigrescens (1873).
B: Distribution of subspecies recognized by the Second Edition (1895) of the
A.O.U. Check-list, which added A. m. peninsulae and A. m. sennetti. Note that
A. m· peninsulae was considered to occur on both coasts and to overlap A· m.
maritimus on the east coast because A. m. macgillivraii was not recognized in
the Second Edition.
C: Distribution of subspecies recognized by the Third Edition A.O.U. Check-
list (1910), which added A. m. fisheri, recognized A. m. macgillivraii, and
restricted the range of A. m. peninsulae to the gulf coast.
D: Distribution of subspecies recognized by the Fourth Edition A.O.U. Check-
list (1931), which added A. m. mirabilis, A. s- juncicola, and A. m. howe11i.
E: Distribution of subspecies recognized by the Fifth Edition A.O.U. Check-
list (1957), which was synonymized A. m. howelli with A. m. fisheri and added
A. m. pelonota.
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Figure 2. Sonograms of primary song of four eastern and southern subspecies
of Seaside Sparrows.
A and B: !. m. maritimus, Oak Beach marsh, Long Island, New York; 15 May 1971
by W. Post.
C: !. m. maritimus, Deal Island marshes, Somerset County, Maryland, 26 May
1976 by D. S. Lee
D: !. m. macgillivraii, near Beaufort, Carteret County, North Carolina, 10
May 1975, by D. s. Lee.
E: !. m. nigrescens, St. John's National Wildlife Refuge marshes, 18 April
1975, by J. W. Hardy.
F: !. m. mirabilis, Everglades National Park, Dade County, Florida, 16 April
1975, by J. W. Hardy.
This figure is from Hardy 1983, and is used with permission of J. W. Hardy.
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Figure 3. Sonograms of primary song of four gulf coast subspecies of Seaside
Sparrows.
A: A. m. peninsulae , Cedar Key, Levy County, Florida, 25 April 1975, by D. S.
Lee.
D: A. m• .iuncicola, St. Mark's National Wildlife Refuge, Wakulla County,
Florida, 21 May 1975, by D. S. Lee.
C: A. m. fisheri, Dauphin Island, Mobile County, Alabama, 21 May 1976 by D.
S. Lee.
D: A. m. sennetti, Anajuac National Wildlife Refuge, Chamber County, Texas,
27 April 1979, by Ralph Moldenhauer.
This figure is from Hardy 1983 and is used with permission of J. W. Hardy.
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Figure 3 A-D
Figure 4. Sonograms of primary song of A. m. pelonota breeding on Amelia
Island (north of Jacksonville), Nassau County, FL, recorded by D. S. Lee.
A and B: Two birds recorded 0.5 mi E of Amelia River, 13 May 1975.
C, D, and E: Three birds recorded near Highway AlA, 3 mi Wof Amelia Island,
13 May 1975.
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Figure 5. Historical ranges of the east coast Smyrna Seaside Sparrow (~. ~.
pelonota) and the gulf coast Wakulla Seaside Sparrow (~. ~. juncicola), as
designated by the Fifth Edition of the A.O.U. Checklist (1957). Dashed lines
indicate scattered populations of ~. ~. pelonota known from the literature to
have existed.
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HISTORICAL RANGES OF SMYRNA AND WAKULLA SEASIDE SPARROWS
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Figure 6. Decline in population of Smyrna Seaside Sparrows (A. ~. pelonota).
Dashed lines indicate small scattered populations. Hatched block indicates
Nicholson did not consider birds north of Jacksonville to be A. ~. pelonota,
although he recognized the existence of Seaside Sparrows in that area.
A: Distribution in 1925 (Nicholson 1950a);
B: Distribution in 1948 and 1950 (Nicholson 1950a);
C: Distribution in 1964 (Austin 1968);
D: Distribution in 1988 (this report).
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Table 1. Common names, authors, dates, and page numbers of the original
descriptions of 12 subspecies of the Seaside Sparrow (Ammodramu~ maritimus).
Common Name Scientific Name Author
Northern A· !!!. maritimus Wi Lson 1811, p. 68
Macgillivray's A· m. macgill i vraii Audubon 1834, p. 285
Dusky A· !!!. nigrescens Baird and Ridgway 1873, p.285
Scott's A. !!!. peninsulae Allen 1888, p. 284
Texas A· !!!. sennetti Allen 1888, p. 286
Louisiana A· !!!. fisheri Chapman 1899, p. 10
Howell's* A· !!!. howelli Griscom & Nichols 1920, p. 22
Wakulla A· !!!. ,iuncicola Griscom & Nichols 1920, p. 25
Cape Sable A. !!!. mirabilis Howell 1919, p. 86
Wayne's** A· !!!. waynei Oberholser 1931, p. 125
Smyrna A· !!!. pelonota Oberholser 1931, p. 126
Shannon's*** A. !!!. shannoni Bailey 1931, p , 1
*Synonymous with A. !!!. fisheri
**Synonymous with A. !!!. macgillivraii
***Synonymous with A. !!!. pelonota
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Table 2. Comparison of average length of morphological characters in nine Seaside
Sparrow subspecies based on measurements of about 1,300 specimens. (Not all
measurements were performed on each bird due to some specimens being damaged.)
Measurements are in Mm. The few statistical differences are discussed in the text.
Symbols: B = both sexes combined; M =males; F = females.
Subspecies Wingchord Upper Bill Bill Width Tarso-
metatarsus
maritimus B 61.5 10.6 4.6 23.6
M 62.9 10.7 4.7 23.8
F 59.5 10.4 4.6 23.4
macgi11ivraii B 60.8 10.9 4.6 23.1
M 61.8 11.0 4.6 23.2
F 59.4 10.8 4.5 22.9
pelonota B 60.3 11.0 4.7 22.6
M 61. 7 11.1 4.7 22.9
F 58.6 10.9 4.6 22.3
nigrescens B 57.6 9.8 4.6 22.5
M 58.5 10.0 4.5 22.5
F 55.9 9.6 4.6 22.3
mirabilis B 56.6 9.5 4.3 21.9
M 57.9 9.6 4.6 21.9
F 55.1 9.5 3.5 21.9
peninsu1ae B 59.6 10.3 4.6 22.5
M 60.6 10.3 4.6 22.7
F 58.1 10.3 4.6 22.3
.iuncicola B 59.8 10.5 4.7 22.4
M 61.0 10.5 4.7 22.7
F 58.0 10.4 4.6 22.1
fished B 59.5 10.7 4.5 22.4
M 60.3 10.8 4.6 22.8
F 57.8 10.7 4.4 21.8
sennetti B 58.6 10.1 4.4 21.3
M 59.7 10.2 4.5 21.0
F 56.9 9.8 4.2 21. 7
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Table 3. Ranked comparison of morphological characteristics of nine Seaside Sparrow
subspecies. The subspecies are ranked within each category from largest to
smallest, based on measurements on about 1,300 specimens. Subspecies denoted with
*'s within a column do not differ from each other in size or rank.
Rank Wingchord Bill Length Bill Width Tarso-metatarsus
1 maritimus pelonota juncicola* maritimus
2 macgil1ivraii macgillivraii maritimus* macgi11ivraii
3 pelonota fisheri pelonota* pelonota
4 juncico1a maritimus macgillivraii** fisheri
5 pen insulae Juncicola peninsulae** juncicola*
6 fisheri peninsulae fisheri** peninsulae*
7 sennetti sennetti mirabilis** nigrescens
8 nigrescens nigrescens nigrescens*** mirabilis
9 mirabilis mirabilis sennetti*** sennetti
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Table 4. Simplified summary of plumage characteristics of Seaside Sparrows,
Ammodramus maritimus.
Name Dorsum Underparts
A.. m· maritimus Olive gray, with or without Grayish white with light
dark brown streaks buff breast band
A.. m· macgillivraii Olive gray, with or without Grayish white with light
dark brown streaks buff breast band
A.. m· pelonota Olive gray, with or without Grayish white with light
dark brown streaks buff breast band
A. m· nigrescens Very dark brownish black White; no breast band
A· m· mirabilis Greenish olive White; no breast band
A.. m. peninsulae Dark brownish black Gray with very faint
buff breast band
A· m· juncicola Dark brownish black Gray with very faintbuff breast band
A· m· fisheri Olive gray, with or without Grayish white with distinct
dark brown streaks buff breast band
A· m· sennetti Greenish gray, usually not Grayish white with faint
brown streaks yellow-buff band
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Table 5. Recommended subspecific changes in nomenclature and taxonomy of
Seaside Sparrows, Ammodramus maritimus.
Current Common Scientific Proposed Common Scientific
Northern A· m· maritimus Atlantic A. m. maritimus
Macgillivray's A· m· macgillivraii Atlantic A· m· maritimus
Smyrna A· m· pelonota Atlantic A· !!!. maritimus
Dusky* A· m· nigrescens Dusky* A· m· nigrescens
Cape Sable A· m· mirabilis Cape Sable A· m· mirabilis
Scott's A· m· peninsulae Scott's A· m· pen insulae
Wakulla A· m· juncicola Scott's A· m· peninsulae
Louisiana A· m. fisheri Louisiana A· m· fisheri
Texas A· m· sennetti Texas A· m· sennetti
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*Extinct as of 1987
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Table 6. Wakulla Seaside Sparrow census along the gulf coast of Florida,
conducted prior to 1987. Unless otherwise noted, these data on relative
frequencies are from the unpublished notes of Herbert W. Kale II.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Site Locality
No.
County Date Relative
Abundance
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Suwannee, marshes to NW Dixie
2 Suwannee, Coon Island Dixie
3 Horseshoe Beach Dixie
4 Pepperfish Keys Dixie
4 Pepperfish Keys Dixie
4 Pepperfish Keys Dixie
4 Pepperfish Keys Dixie
5 Stuart Point Dixie
6 Tater Island Dixie
7 Hardy Point Dixie
8 Bird Island Dixie
9 Steinhatchee vic. and N Taylor
10 Steinhatchee, Lazy Island Taylor
11 Hagen's Cove Taylor
12 Sponge Point, NE of Taylor
13 Dekele Beach Taylor
14 Adams Beach Taylor
15 Yates Camp Taylor
16 Econfina River mouth Taylor
16 Econfina River mouth Taylor
17 Econfina R., Possum Gap Isl Taylor
18 Econfina R., Possum Gap Isl Taylor
19 Green Point Taylor
20 Hickory Mound Impoundment Taylor
21 Spring Warrior Creek Taylor
22 Fenholloway River mouth Taylor
23 Big Grassy Island Taylor
23 Big Grassy Island Taylor
24 Rock Island Taylor
25 Smith McCullah Creek Taylor
26 Rose Creek, marsh to S Taylor
27 Green Point and Gamble Point Taylor
28 Deadman Bay (Steinhatchee) Taylor
29 st. Marks (Lighthouse Pool) Wakulla
30 Walker Cr (S end 367A) Wakulla
31 Spring Creek (S end 367) Wakulla
32 Spring Creek, Boggy Island Wakulla
33 Spring Creek, Spring Creek Pt Wakulla
34 Oyster Bay, Cutoff Island Wakulla
35 Oyster Bay, Smiths Island Wakulla
36 Oyster Bay, Oyster Bay Island Wakulla
37 Panacea, Piney Island Wakulla
38 Panacea, Porter Island Wakulla
39 Mashes Island (near Hwy 372) Wakulla
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9/12/79
9/12/79
9/12/79
9/12/79
9/08/80
3/ /83
6/03/80
6/30/80
6/30/80
6/30/80
6/30/80
9/13/79
9/13/79
9/14/79
9/14/79
9/14/79
9/14/79
9/14/79
9/14/79
6/03/80
6/03/80
9/08/80
9/08/80
9/14/79
6/01/80
6/01/80
6/01/80
6/30/80
6/01/80
6/01/80
6/03/80
6/03/80
6/03/80
6/13/80
6/13/80
6/13/80
6/14/80
6/14/80
6/14/80
6/14/80
6/14/80
6/14/80
6/14/80
6/14/80
few
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
present
none
none
present
present
present
none
none
present
present
present
Table 6. Wakulla Seaside Sparrow census along the gulf coast of Florida,
conducted prior to 1987, continued.
Site Locality
No.
County Date Relative
Abundance
40 End of Hwy 370 Franklin
41 Bald Point Franklin
42 St. James lsI, Alligator Harb Franklin
43 Carrabelle Franklin
44 Dog Island Franklin
45 Lanark Village Franklin
46 Eastpoint Franklin
47 East Bay-1 (E Apalachicola) Franklin
48 St. Vincent Island Franklin
48 St. Vincent Island Franklin
49 St. Joseph Bay Gulf
50 Indian Pass Gulf
51 East Bay-2 (SE Pan Cty)Goose Bay
51 East Bay-2, Goose Point Bay
52 East Bay-2, Cedar Point Bay
53 West Bay vic. Bay
54 West Bay vic. Bay
55 West Bay vic. Bay
56 Goose Bayou, St. Andr. Bay? Bay
57 Choctawhatchee, Hogtown Bayou Walton
57 Choctawhatchee, Hogtown Bayou Walton
58 Choctawhatchee Bay Walton
59 Choc. Bay, Live Oak Point Walton
60 Destin Okaloosa
61 East Bay-3 (NE Gulf Breeze) Santa Rosa
62 East Bay-3, Garcon Point Santa Rosa
63 East Bay-3, Hernandez Point Santa Rosa
64 East Bay-3, Garcon Creek Santa Rosa
65 East Bay-3, Mulat Santa Rosa
65 East Bay-3, Mulat Santa Rosa
66 Mulat, Wof railroad Santa Rosa
67 Blackwater Bay, Catfish Basin Santa Rosa
68 Yellow River, SE of Milton Santa Rosa
6/14/80
6/14/80
6/14/80
6/15/80
6/15/80
6/15/80
6/15/80
6/15/80
6/16/80
4/ /84
6/17/80
6/17/80
6/16/80
4/10/67
6/16/80
6/16/80
6/17/80
6/17/80
12/8/57
6/16/80
10/10/81
9/06/80
6/16/80
6/16/80
10/10/81
9/05/80
10/11/81
9/05/80
9/05/80
10/11/81
4/30/79
10/11/81
5/27/84
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
present
none
none
none
present*
none
none
none
none
present*
present
present
present
present
none
none
none
present
present
present
present
present
few
none
*Roy Hallman reported seeing migrating Seaside Sparrows at these sites;
related by H. M. Stevenson (pers. comm.)
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Table 7. Wakulla Seaside Sparrow census along the gulf coast of Florida,
conducted in 1987. This table was compiled from Laurence L. Alexander's
acoustic and visual detection notes for Seaside Sparrows observed in April,
May, and early June 1987 in four counties (Dixie, Taylor, Wakulla, and
Franklin) •
Site Locality County Relative
No. Abundance
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Shired Island Dixie present
2 Butler Island Dixie few
3 Drum Point (Landing Strip) Dixie present
4 Bowlegs Point Dixie few
5 Sand Point Dixie present
6 Steinhatchee Taylor present
7 Rock Point Taylor present
8 Piney Point Taylor present
9 Sponge Point Taylor present
10 Bird Island Taylor present
11 Dark Island Taylor present
12 Cedar Island Taylor present
13 Keaton Beach Taylor present
14 Jack Lee Island Taylor present
15 Jug Island Taylor present
16 Dekle Beach Taylor present
17 Adams Beach Site 1 Taylor present
18 Adams Beach Site 2 Taylor present
19 Adams Beach Site 3 Taylor present
20 Adams Beach Site 4 Taylor present
21 Hwy 361A, Send, Site 1 Taylor present
22 Hwy 361A, Send, Site 2 Taylor present
23 Hwy 36lA, Send, Site 3 Taylor present
24 Hwy 361A, Send, Site 4 Taylor present
25 Fenho11oway Taylor present
26 Hickory Mound Site 1 Taylor present
27 Hickory Mound Site 2 Taylor present
28 Hickory Mound Site 3 Taylor present
29 Hickory Mound Site 4 Taylor present
30 Econfina Site 1 Taylor present
31 Econfina Site 2 Taylor present
32 Econfina Site 3 Taylor present
33 Econfina Site 4 Taylor present
34 Snipe Island Site 1 Taylor present
35 Snipe Island SIte 2 Taylor present
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Table 7. 1987 Wakulla Seaside Sparrow census along the gulf coast of Florida,
continued.
Site
No.
Locality County Relative
Abundance
36 St Marks Refuge Site 1 Wakulla present
37 St Marks Refuge Site 2 Wakulla present
38 Wakulla Beach Site 1 Wakulla present
39 Wakulla Beach Site 2 Wakulla present
40 Wakulla Beach Site 3 Wakulla present
41 Wakulla Beach Site 4 Wakulla present
42 Live Oak Island Site 1 Wakulla present
43 Live Oak Island Site 2 Wakulla present
44 Shell Point Site 1 Wakulla present
45 Shell Point Site 2 Wakulla present
46 Spring Creek Site 1 Wakulla present
47 Spring Creek Site 2 Wakulla present
48 Stokeley Landing Wakulla present
49 Skipper Wakulla present
50 Porter's Island Wakulla present
51 Mashes Island Wakulla present
52 Ocklockonee Point Franklin present
53 Bald Point Franklin few
54 Dog Island Franklin absent
55 St. George Island Franklin absent
56 St. Vincent Island Franklin (see text)
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Table 8. Smyrna Seaside Sparrow census along the east coast of Florida, 1987
and 1988. These data on relative frequencies are from the census conducted by
McDonald (1987) covering the coastal marshes of Volusia, Flagler, st. Johns,
Duval and Nassau counties; and from Kale (1988), also covering Nassau County.
McDonald's sites are listed as numbers; Kale's sites as letters. Pat Leary
also found one group of birds (see text).
Site
No. 's
Locality County Date Relative
Abundance
01-12 New Smyrna Beach N to Port Orange Volusia 7/03/87 absent
13-27 New Smyrna Beach S to Mosquito Lagoon Volusia 7/03/87 absent
28-35 New Smyrna Beach vicinity Volusia 6/24/87 absent
36-50 New Smyrna Beach N to Ponce Inlet Volusia 6/30/87 absent
51-54 Favor Dykes and Tomoka State Parks Flag & SJ 6/27/87 absent
55-66 Flagler Beach vicinity Flagler 6/25/87 absent
67-77 Pellicer Flats and Crescent Beach vic. Flagler 6/25/87 absent
78-102 Matanzas River, N & S of Marineland Flag & SJ 6/24-5/87absent
103-111 st. Johns River, Wto Palatka SJ & Putn 6/26/87 absent
112-114 St. Johns River, W to Palatka St. Johns 7/06/87 absent
115-126 St. A~tine vicinity St. Johns 6/27/87 absent
127-146 Tolomato River, Usinas Beach vicinity St. Johns 6/29/87 absent
147-165 Tolomato River, Oak Landing N to Jax St. Johns 6/29/87 absent
166-205 Jacksonville vicinity, Wof Sisters Cr Duval 6/28/87 absent
Kale A Southern Fort George lsI, E of Sisters Cr Duval 7/07/88 few
Kale B Sisters, Hannah Mills, Cedar Point Crs Duval 7/06/88 present
206-240 Sisters, Sawpit, Ft. George, Mud Rivers Duval 7/01/87 few
Kale C Sisters and Sawpit Crs N to Nassau River Duval 7/07/87 few
Kale D Walker Creek (E of South Amelia River) Nassau 7/09/88 present
Kale E Mesa Marsh (NW of Nassau Sound) Nassau 7/09/88 present
Kale F Back River and N of Pumpkin Hill Creek Nassau 7/09/88 many
Kale G Nassau River, marshes E of Nassauville Nassau 7/09/88 present
241-246 Nassau River, marshes S, Wof Nassauville Nassau 7/05/87 absent
247-259 Amelia Island, E of South Amelia River Nassau 7/05/87 absent
Kale H Amelia Island, Wof South Amelia River Nassau 7/09/88 present
Kale I Alligator Creek Nassau 7/09/88 many
Kale J Kingsley Creek and Amelia River Nassau 7/10/88 present
Leary Jackson Creek, E of ICW Nassau June 88 present
260-282 ICW, Fernandina Beach S to Nassau River Nassau 7/02/87 present
Kale K Soap Creek (S of Lanceford Creek) Nassau 7/10/88 present
Kale L Lanceford Creek E to Amelia River Nassau 7/10/88 present
283-294 Lanceford Creek, Black Rock vicinity Nassau 7/04/87 present
Kale M Bells River Wto Chester Nassau 7/10/88 present
295-300 st. Marys, GA, Jolly River Wof Chester Nassau 7/04/87 few
Kale N Jolly River E to st. Marys River Nassau 7/10/88 present
Kale 0 S shore of Cumberland Sound Nassau 7/10/88 absent
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